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Dyke addresses tuition, letters
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Virginia Secretary of Education James Dyke
addressed concerns Wednesday about tuition increases
as well as the recent exchange of letters between
JMLTs faculty senate and himself.
Tuition could increase as much as 11 percent for
JMU students this fall. Dyke said, but to offset that
jump, JMU has been awarded a 106 percent increase
in financial aid, more than double its current financial
aid allotment.
On April 4, JMU President Ronald Carrier and the
Board of Visitors will vote on how much tuition will
be raised. The Virginia legislature will allow tuition
to be raised up to 11 percent
The financial aid package had to increase," Dyke
said. "This will help students who otherwise could
not go on to higher education."
The money received in the tuition increase has been
recommended by the Virginia legislature to be spent
on concerns such as the library and other programs
needing assistance.
"The quality of education you get here is good for
the price," Dyke said, addressing questions about the
high cost of tuition for Virginia schools.
Also in the meeting, Dyke discussed two letters he
sent to the faculty senate — the first concerning

faculty workload and the second concerning his
support for higher education. Dyke said he sent the
second letter because he felt that his first letter had
been misinterpreted.
"The intent of [the first letter] was to indicate my
continuing strong support for higher education, along
with concern about public perception in general about
the use of state funding in our colleges and
universities," he said in his second letter.
"My major point was that the governor and I have
taken specific actions to protect higher education to
the greatest extent possible."
Faculty were given a chance to ask questions and
direct comments to Dyke. Dr. Rickie Domangue,
associate professor of mathematics, asked Dyke to
elaborate on the misuse of resources and "good old
boy networks," referred to in Dyke's first letter.
According to Dyke, that type of network does exist
at other schools. "I'm not making that up," he said.
"I'm quoting from communications I've received." But
he did not mention any that existed specifically at
JMU.
For the 21st century. Dyke emphasized the
importance of increasing women's and minorities'
roles in math and science. "We need more math and
science grads in any event," he said. "We also need
role models," for women and minority students.
DYKE page 2
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During a faculty senate meeting, va. Secretary of Education James Dyke answers a question.

Cadet coordinator
under investigation
Student alleges racial,
sexual discrimination
in supervisor selection
Rodger Friedman &
JoeKornlK

,
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The program coordinator of JMU's campus
cadets currently is under investigation for alleged
racial and sexual discrimination in his selection of
next year's cadet supervisors.
Gordon Hoffman, a junior and a member of the
cadets, said he filed a grievance with the Virginia
Office of Equal Employment Services after he
reportedly was overlooked in the recent supervisor
selection. Hoffman said he stated in that grievance
that he also filed a complaint with the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission stating
that a white female and a black male were chosen
over him — questionable selections, according to
some members of the cadet program. Hoffman is a
white male.
In an interview, Hoffman said he stated in his
grievance that program coordinator SgL Timothy
C. Carter "told me that he planned on including
in his future resumes that he was responsible for
promoting the first black and female ever in the
JMU Police Cadet Program."
"On 11/15/90, I was told by . . . Carter, my
supervisor, that he had already selected who was
going to be promoted in an upcoming promotion
process," Hoffman said he stated in the grievance.
"This process was not to take place until January,
1991.1 was told ... I may as well not apply as
he had already selected the candidates."
Carter declined to comment on any of the
allegations or the investigation, saying, "I really
don't think I should comment until my superiors
talk to me."
The director of campus police, Alan MacNutt,
also would not comment because the situation
currently is under investigation by the Office of
Equal Employment Services.
Junior Greg Young, one of the new supervisors,
also would not discuss the issue. Junior Katie
Caverly, the other supervisor selected, was
unavailable for comment because she currently is
studying abroad.
Suzanne Straub, assistantant vice president for
administrative services and overseer of the cadet
program, and Elizabeth Ihle, JMU's affirmative
CADET page 2
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Dyke
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Increasing women and minority
involvement includes the faculty as
well, Dyke said.
Dr. Clarence Geicr, speaker for the
faculty senate, shared Dyke's views. "I
don't think anyone who understands the
importance of what the 21st century is
all about cannot see the importance of
math and science," Geier said. "But if
it is done in such a way that we create
scientists ... but don't create people,
we have failed miserably."
Dyke suggested a "more applied
approach" to science and math
beginning in elementary school.
The continued funding of the College
of Science of Technology is important
in increasing the women and
minorities in science and math, Dyke
said, adding, "This is an opportunity
for us to aggressively recruit women
and minorities."
In an interview after the meeting.
Dyke estimated a turnaround in the
Virginia budget crisis within the next
year. "I don't think it will be as rapid
as in the past," he said, but Virginians
could see an end to the state budget
crisis within the next year.
Dyke said he is interested in starting
"an ongoing series of meetings with
schools across the Commonwealth,"
including JMU.
"I want to work with [the faculty
senate] to make sure higher education

system of the future is as good- as it
can be."
Dyke stressed the need for educators
whose primary focus is to teach,
giving it priority over research.
"Faculty members teaching should get

"The intent of my
letter was to
indicate my
continuing strong
support for higher
education, along
with concern about
public perception in
general about the
use of state
funding in our
colleges and
universities."
James Dyke
Va. Secretrary
of Education
the same incentives as those doing
research," he said.
In response to questions regarding
the worth of athletic programs, Dyke
said, "I am concerned about people

Bounded 1922

Who move through a university
because they serve some athletic
purpose." Dyke said those involved in
athletics should be "students first,
athletes second.
"Athletics are a secondary concern of
the university," he said. "We need to
make sure these students are prepared"
for life after college.
"We need to make sure those
students are students first," he said.
Some faculty expressed their
gratitude to Dyke. "I appreciate the
support we've received over the years,"
said Dr. Charles Harris, professor of
psychology.
Harris also asked for additional
faculty members to meet the demands
on their time. Included in those
demands are a high number of advisees
and assigning full and associate
professors freshmen-level courses to
teach. "This is not a proposal, its a
plea," he said.
Geier brought up the public
perception of those involved in higher
education.
Dyke responded by saying it comes
down to "the question of how people
spend their time." He said some people
do not realize an educator must do
more than simply teach — they must
prepare for class, perform public
service and research. "It may be a PR
job to let people know what it is you
are doing."
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cadet said the new supervisors
were picked "two or three months
before the process was supposed to
have started." Seven other cadets
interviewed agreed the normal
process was changed from past
years.
Normally, all cadets vying for a
supervisor position are compared
on a wide range of criteria,
including evaluations, resumes,
past conduct and a meeting with
an advisory board.
According to five cadets asked
about the selection process,
Caverly, because she is studying
abroad, was not required to appear
before the selection board. Instead,
she was interviewed on videotape
by Carter and a member of the
board, the cadets said. She also
will not receive the training
normally required of an incoming
supervisor because she is out of
the country for this semester when
supervisors are normally trained,
the cadets said.
All of the cadets interviewed by
The Breeze said they felt the
selection process was altered to
facilitate the selections of the two
supervisors.
Hoffman said he stated in his
grievance that some campus police
officers wrote Hoffman a letter of
recommendation which, he
believes, was deliberately withheld
from the Promotion Board by
Carter. Hoffman also claimed that
one of the promoted persons
submitted his application after the
closing date, which Sgt. Carter
accepted. Carter would not
comment on any part of the
allegations.
Another concern expressed by
several cadets is that performance
evaluations were not used as they
were in the past
The campus cadet program
currently consists of 52 JMU
students, 16 of whom are women.
There are five black students in the
program, four of whom are male,
action officer, also declined to
comment.
George Gardner, director of
Equal Employment Services, said
the process is in the first stages of
investigation. Data requests are
being processed, but the
investigation could take up to ISO
days or more to complete.
Hoffman's claims are supported
by other cadets. One cadet, who
asked not be identified for fear of
retribution from his superiors,
said the two supervisors were
"unquestionably preselected." The
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Speaker, protestors differ on planned parenthood
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A representative of Planned
Parenthood spoke on "choices for
reproductive freedom" Tuesday, but
outside eight students protested that
abortion is "a selfish choice."
Kalhry nc Haynie, director of Planned
Parenthood for the Blue Ridge area,
spoke to about 20 students on the
uncertain future of reproductive laws at
the Warren Campus Center as part of
the Student Government Association's
Legislative Action Week. JMU's
chapter of the National Organization
for Women recommended Haynie as a
But junior Dan Konnor, president of
First Right, a pro-life organization,
said his group wanted "to show Ms.
Haynie that some people at JMU
believe life begins at conception and
want to protect it."
Junior Stacey Beggs, co-coordinator
of NOW, said, "I'm really glad they

fmmKTMEZ/we BREEZE
Sophomore Lauren Bowers, senior Paul Hansen, sophomore Dan
Konnor and sophomore Ken Vick protest Haynie's speech.

were doing it [protesting] because I
knew that would cause more awareness
and involvement. It really brought us
[pro-chokers] together in a way.
"I was definitely not threatened by
them," she said.
Junior Kim Graham, head of the

SGA's Legislative Action Committee,
which approved Haynie as a speaker,
said, "I think that if the protesters want
to go on then that's the students' right.
But I'm glad we had the opportunity
available to have the speaker come this
evening."

Campus post office recycles
some mail over school breaks
BflthPugh

writer
If JMU students didn't ask JMU Postal Services to
save their newspapers over spring break, they were
recycled due to space limitations, according to Terry
Woodward, JMU Postal Services Manager.
The JMU Post Office is considered the same as a
mailroom in a large corporation, as a centralized area
of delivery, said Wayne Outturn, postmaster for
Harrisonburg.
Chittum added that the Harrisonburg Post Office
considers JMU as an individual agent for faculty,
staff, and students, and therefore they leave it with
JMU to ditribute to people following a system that
works best for them.
But Woodward said he was worried that students did
not know there was an option that allowed them to
have their newspapers saved.
"I think what it comes down to is a communication
thing," Woodward said. "Some misunderstandings,
some not knowing, which means we have some work
to do with articulating what it is we're doing.
"We had five people who made that request to hold
their newspapers," Woodward said. He said he kept an
extra twelve sets of papers for anyone who came up
to the window requesting one.
And he said that, as far as he knows, when the JMU
Postal Service recycles unclaimed newspapers, it is
not violating a persons' right to receive their mail by
withholding it or recycling it
"Even in federal mail boxes, if something sits in

there for a couple of weeks then they take it back and
try to do something with it," Woodward said. "So
there's a limit."
"Some of the things that apply to a downtown post
office box are not going to apply here," he said.
Woodward said hotels, prisons, and universities are
considered differently, and once the mail comes to
JMU, it becomes the property of JMU and not the
federal mail service.
"Once the mail comes here it is university
property," Woodward said. "They give it to us and
they pretty much wash their hands of it.
"What I'm not saying is that it is university
property therefore we can do whatever we want with
it. We want to pretty much stay within the
framework in terms of seeing that first class mail
gets dealt with first and so forth."
But, "with the things that we mail out, we have to
follow the codes and meet [the U.S. Postal Service]
requirements," he said. "Of course, you have to work
within their delivery times and how they have to
deliver."
He said all other mail was put in the post office
boxes as usual during spring break, and rarely is the
mail ever thrown out unless its the bulk mail that
students push through their boxes because they do not
want it. Woodward said most students did not request
to have their papers held because they would be
MAIL page 8

Junior Kerry Doto, also co-cordinator
of NOW, said, "It's nice to see not all
students are apathetic. I'm glad [the
protesters] are voicing some opinion,
even if it's one I don't share."
Members of First Right stood on the
WCC patio for 15 minutes before
Haynie's speech and held signs slating,
"Abortion is a selfish choice,"
"Abortion stops a beating heart," and
"Stop Abortion Now." and chanted
slogans including "Life yes, abortion
no" and "Be a hero, save a whale —
save a baby, go to jail."
First Right members gave various
reasons for the demonstration.
First Right member Lori Firestone
said, "We'd like to tell students the
reasons why [abortion] is not the best
choice.
"It looks like a real good alternative
at the time, but there's so much that
they don't know — all the pain and

SPEAKER page 9

SGA approves bill
proposing inquiry
of student fees
QgrjoaJSaeadate-
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The Student Government Association Senate
approved a bill Tuesday proposing the Student
Services Committee inquire how student fees are
spent.
Nelly Nguyen, chairwoman of the Student
Services Committee, proposed the bill, which
became an amendment to the SGA constitution
after it was passed. The bill states the Student
Set vices Committee should "meet with the
administration in order to provide a better
understanding of the current use of student
spending and how it affects the student body."
The SGA also passed an amendment to this
amendment, proposed by Commuter Senator Alex
Gordon, stating that the Student Services
Committee should meet monthly with Dr.
Linwood Rose, vice president for administration
and finance, to discuss budget issues.
The original amendment concerning students
fees is the result of an earlier bill proposed by
Commuter Senator Swen Johnson, which was
defeated in committee. The bill required an
itemized listing of student fee expenditures since
1987.
SGA page 8
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• A student allegedly involved in a dispute in
Garber Hall at 1:07 a.m. March 16 reportedly was
observed to be suffering from alcohol poisoning
and was taken by the Harrisonburg Rescue Squad
to Rockingham Memorial Hospital for treatment.

policereponer

Campus police reported the following:

Grand Larceny
• A 1990 composite photo apparently was stolen
from the Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority house at
6:40 p.m. March 17 by a group of University of
Maryland fraternity brothers. The $1,100 composite
photo was recovered later as a result of a joint
investigation with University of Maryland police.

Assault, Trsspass Notice Issued
• A student was issued a trespass notice after he
allegedly assaulted another student in the Village
area at 1:38 a.m. March 16. The assault reportedly
arose from an dispute between the two students.
The victim of the alleged assault did not press
charges.
A trespass notice is merely a notice of violation of
university trespass regulations and no charges are
involved.
Burglary
• A
medium-sized
V-neck
sweater,
a
medium-sized blue cardigan
sweater and a
14-karat yellow gold ring with four raised areas
apparently were stolen from a resident's room in
the Zeta Tau Alpha sorority house sometime
between 3 p.m. Feb. 15 and 3 p.m. March 10. The
value of the missing items is estimated at $360.
Alcohol Poisoning
• A student reportedly was found unconscious in a
restroom in Garber Hall at 9:54 p.m. March 14. The
student allegedly was observed to be suffering from
alcohol poisoning and the Harrisonburg Rescue
Squad took the student to Rockingham Memorial
Hospital for treatment.

Petty Larceny
• A Mack Vettagel brand seat and seat post
apparently were stolen from a bike in the tkenberry
Hall courtyard sometime between 5 p.m. Feb. 28
and 4 p.m. March 10. The seat and seat post are
valued at $20.
• A black Turbo brand seat and quick release seat
pole apparently were stolen from a bicycle near
Miller Hall sometime between 2 p.m. March 12 and
noon March 14. The seat and post are valued at
$60.
• A Sigma Pi sweatshirt, a T-shirt and two pairs of
L.A. Gear brand plaid volleyball shorts apparently
were stolen from a third-floor shower room in
Shorts Hall sometime between 1 and 2 a.m. March
14. The missing Hems, valued at $85, were taken
as a prank, police said, and they were later
recovered.
• An ivy plant apparently was stolen from a suite

in Garber Hall sometime between 11:30 p.m. and
midnight Ma^'i 16.
• A brown sign with white lettering reading
"Substance Abuse Prevention Efforts" and
measuring 12 inches by 13 inches apparently was
stolen from an office door in Moody Hall sometime
between 5 p.m. March 15 and 1:30 p.m. March 17.
Destruction of Public Property
• An unknown person reportedly threw a 1/2-inch
metal nut through a third-story window of Gifford
Hall that faces Way land Hall sometime March 12.
• Someone apparently stole $110 in food and
money from vending machines in Chandler and
Shorts halls sometime between 5 p.m. March 14
and 8 am. March 15. Damage to the two machines
is estimated at $200.
• A glass door in Chappelear Hall was shattered at
2:50 a.m. March 17.
Destruction of Personal Property
• An antenna apparently was torn from a vehicle
sometime between 2:30 p.m. March 1 and 7 p.m.
March 12 while it was parked in X-krt. Damage to
the vehicle is estimated at $25.
• The driver's side door of a vehicle parked in
W-bt was dented sometime between 11 p.m. March
10 and 3:15 p.m. March 15.
• The rear window of a car parked in N-lot
apparently was shattered by gravel sometime
between 10 p.m. March 16 and 3:15 p.m. March 17.

Number of drunk in public charges since Jan. 1: 54
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New Townhouses Available
for Sale or Rent!

Hunters Ridge offers you MORE!
• Decks and Patios
• Two Microwaves
• Dishwasher
• Mini Blinds
• Full Size Washer/Dryer
• Refrigerator w/ Ice Maker

BEDROOM

Range
Maximum Privacy
Storage Areas
Wet Bars
Ceiling Fans
On-site Professional Management

Security Service
Cleaning Service
1/4 Mile to Campus
Sand Volleyball & Basketball
More Parking
• Hunters Ridge Housing
Scholarship

Many Parents of JMU
Students are making a profit
everyday owning a Hunters
Ridge Unit! Let us show you
how you can live RENT
FREE while your family
enjoys the financial benefits
of Ownership vs. Renting.

BEDROOM

To Find Out How:
Call or visit our Model/Office
located on-site, just off Port
Republic Road (Beside HoJo's).

Hunters Ridge Townhouses

PATIO

First Floor

Second Floor

Management Office
715 Port Republic Rd.
Harrisonburg, Va
434-5150

Sales Office
1303 Bradley Dr.
Harrisonburg, Va
434-1761
1(800) 234-1364
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JMU is awarded grant:

JMU has been awarded a grant to introduce a new
series, "Taxes in U.S. History," to middle school
educators in the central Shendandoah Valley.
JMU was awarded the $1,000 grant in a national
competition, with only one grant awarded per state.
Formal presentation of the series will take place April
IS at the Center of Economic Education at JMU.

Entertainment Tidbits
According to a recent Billboard magazine poll, the top grossing touring act of 1990
was New Ittds On the Block, which earned $55,584,801. The total attendance of all of
their concerts throughout the year was 2,706,517 people. The other top nine touring
acts of the year are listed below.

2
3
4
5

Harmony Week to be held:
Harmony, JMlTs campus group concerned with
lesbian, gay and bisexual issues, is holding a series of
movies, speakers, presentations and workshops as
part of the annual Harmony Week March 23 through
29.
For a list of the events of Harmony Week or other
information, call Jody Wheeler at 432-5573.
Islamic Association programs:
The Islamic Association of Shenandoah Valley
invites all Muslims in the area to participate in
weekly "Aftar" programs during the month of
Ramadan.
The first "Pot Luck" program will be held Saturday,
March 23 at the Trinity Presbyterian Church on
Route 42 in Harrisonburg. There also will be
programs on March 30, April 6 and 13.
Challenge celebrates dean air
The American Lung Association of Virginia is
holding the Clean Air Challenge Bike or Hike on
May 5 at Massanutten Resort
The challenge includes hikes and bicycle rides for
all ages. Participants must pay a $10 registration fee
and raise at least $25 in pledges.
For more information, call (703) 434-LUNG or
1-800-345-LUNG.
Hospices to meet in Valley:
Hospice team members from more than 40 hospices
throughout Virginia will attend the annual Virginia
Association for Hospices Conference April 28
through 30 at the Ingleside Inn in Staunton.
Rockingham Memorial Hospital Hospice is
sponsoring this year's event. Registration deadline for
the conference, which is open to the public, is
Thursday, March 28. For more information, call
433-4429.
Breeze Newsfile is offered when space permits to
publicize information on job opportunities and
campus and area activities. To have information
reviewed for publication, call 568-6127 or send
information to the news editor, do The Breeze,
Anthony-Seeger Hall, JMU, Harrisonburg, Va.,
22807.

Paul McCartney
Billv Joel
Grateful Dead
Motley Crue
Janet Jackson
Aerosmith
Madonna
Phil Collins
The Rolling Stones

$44.930.681
$41.670.036
$27.923.513
$25.521.888
$23.556.881
$23.383.600
$19.392.624
$19.144.510
$18.837.313

1.502.630
1.752.664
1.304.864
1.353.289
1.098.071
1.111.109
810.532
778.603
661,921
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been arraigned in the taped beating of an L.A. moSoviet referendum held:
Millions of Soviets voted Sunday in a landmark
torist. Charges: assault with a deadly weapon and
referendum asking whether they wanted to keep
unnecessarily beating a suspect
their nation together. Early unofficial results show
U.S.-Soviet relations tense:
them answering yes — but that does not translate
U.S.-Soviet relations, cozy not
into a vote of confidence for
President Mikhail Gorbachev, AROUND THE GLOBE ^ long ago, have been on edge since
O former Soviet foreign minister
who had urged approval. Some
Eduard Shevardnadze resigned
said they voted no — not because
Dec. 20. But Secretary of State
they were against retaining the
James Baker's weekend visit
union but because they felt Gorshowed new signs of tension. The
bachev had to go.
U.S. is threatening to cancel a
U.S.-Soviet summit unless the
Baltics refuse to vote:
Kremlin makes concessions on
Sunday's vote on unity sets the
Soviet Union on a path that could ^ 38079 ZHL ONJIOW conventional troops in Europe
lead to even sharper divisions.
and long-range weapons.
Six republics — the three Baltic states, plus MolUnemployment worsens:
davia, Georgia and Armenia — declined to particiMost unemployed workers can not afford to
pate in the vote. They already have said they will
ride
out the recession. But some are trying as the
not abide by any referendum decisions.
job market gets tougher. The more ominous signs:
finding a job is taking longer — an average 6.9
US. rejects Iraqi request:
months, according to a study last summer, vs. avOn Sunday, the U.S. rejected Iraq's request to
fly warplanes around the country and gave a
erage five months during the 1980s.
veiled warning not to interfere with allied air operU.S. not arming Iraqi rebels:
ations in Iraqi skies. The rejection of the Iraqi air
Secretary of Stale James Baker said Sunday the
request came during cease-fire talks in southern
U.S. is not helping arm Iraqi rebels — even
Iraq between U.S. and allied commanders and Irathough the Bush administration wants Saddam
qi officers.
Hussein out of power. "We are not in the process
now of assisting through provisioning arms to
Better police training suggested:
Better police training may be needed to stop
these groups that are in uprising against the curcivil-rights abuses, U.S. Attorney General Dick
rent government," Baker said on ABC.
Thomburgh says. The Justice Department's investigation of brutality complaints will determine any
eCopyrkjht 1991, USA TODAY/Apple College
patterns of violations, he said. Four officers have
Information Network
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Mail
CONTINUED from page 3

out-of-date news.
"People, overall, simply do not pick
up old newspapers," Woodward said.
"They just sit here. So when we get a
reasonable amount, we bundle them
up, we call and they come and recycle
them."
The space limitation stems from the
combination of two things: each post
office box must hold at least three
students' mail, and the post office was

being repainted.
According to Heather Wiley,
administrative vice president of the
student government association, the
Post Office Advisory Committee was
established to deal with the students'
concerns about the postal service.
In the future, this committee will be
responsible for putting personals in
The Breeze before winter and spring
breaks to inform students of their
option to have their mail saved, Wiley
said.

"Bestjrvishes to a fine organization working
for the betterment of die community"

James
75 South Court Square
Next to Sovran Bank Drive-Thru

Unusual
Antique
Jewelry
and
Contemporary
Designs

433-1833

SGA

CONTINUED from page 3

Also at the meeting, the SGA passed
a bill of opinion requesting JMU
President Ronald Carrier to urge the
mayor of Harrisonburg to enforce laws
regarding construction irrigation.
White Hall Senator Michael Booker
proposed the bill, which was prompted
by concern for the pollution of
Newman Lake and the arboretum due
to construction near Valley Mall which
eroded the land. According to the
Save-the-Lake Committee of the SGA,
the current condition of the soil
violates environmental regulations.
The SGA also defeated a motion
made by Nguyen to reconsider the
proposal concerning the purchase of a
$1,463 photocopier for the Commuter
Student Council office. The future
possibility of a copier room in the
Warren Campus Center and a positive
cost comparison of existing facilities
were the major objections against the
purchase. The SGA is considering
letting the commuters use the SGA
copier.
Also at the meeting:
* SGA elections for president,
administrative and legislative vice
presidents, treasurer, secretary and

honor council president and vice
president will be held Tuesday, March
26 on JMU's commons. A
question-and-answer session for the
candidates will be held Monday, March
25 on the commons from 3 to 5 p.m.
Any questions for the candidates should
be written on three-by-five-inch note
cards and will be chosen randomly for
discussion.
* There will be a bus going to
Charlottesville twice a month for
students who need to use the library at
the University of Virginia. The
round-trip cost will cost $7, and the
trip will last from 7 a.m. to 7 pjn.
♦ University Class Organization
elections will be held April 8. Anyone
interested in running for an office
should fill out an application and come
to an information meeting April 1 in
the Warren Campus Center.
• The results of the SGA Food
Services Committee Survey were
handed out to senators. The results
revealed that 83 percent of the 100
people who returned their surveys were
satisfied with JMU Food Services.
• The next two SGA meetings have
been moved from Tuesday at 5 p.m. to
Wednesday at 5 p.m. due to the
elections.

'N & CAMPUS

Classic Rock
Weekend Sale

Rolling Stones
Bob Marley
Grateful Dead
Doors
Elvis Costello
Led Zeppelin
Eric Clapton
Rush
Replacements
Velvet Underground

Newstip?
Call Christy or Lisa at x6699
* LIVE IN CHARLOTTESVILLE *

~..

v

,

THURSDAY APRIL 4 • 8 pm
Charlottesville Performing Ails Center

N00 Melbourne Rd - (804) 979 9532

Tickets available in Hnrrisonbuig at Town & Campus Records

* Credit Card Orders by Phone: (804) 972-7053

•«iitt*

L00K

ro*

!CH*<»** OUR NEW LOCATION;
69 S. Liberty St.

433-5550
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Speaker.

of choice it really challenges the basis
of their own opinions.
"A lot of people who don't want to
be challenged simply don't seek out the
truth," she said.
"I can't say how many of my
opponents' sisters, wives and daughters
have been in my office saying, 'I didn't
think it could happen to me.'
"Fear, power and control —
opponents tap fear to get power and
control over the lives of their
countrymen," she said.

CONTINUED from page 3

trauma afterwards, that you've really
killed a life," the sophomore said.
But Beggs said, "It's an issue of a
woman's body and her choice. No one
is pro-abortion — if someone was
forcing women to have abortions, it
would be just as bad" as forcing them
to have children.
Junior Ken Vick, a First Right
member, said, "Planned Parenthood is
the nation's largest supporter of
abortion both politically and
financially."
Sophomore Scott Spradlin, vice
president of First Right, said, "When
they say 'choice,' well, what kind of
choice is it? When you go to an
abortion clinic, they're trying to sell
you an abortion.
"They don't really give both sides.
The baby has no choice at all."
First Right said they didn't intend to
approach people physically or attempt
to speak with Haynie.
In response to the protest, Haynie
said, "I'm always flattered when told
Planned Parenthood is the largest and
most successful advocate for choice in
the country — so the opposition is
really complimenting Planned
Parenthood.
Haynie said that as members of a
democracy, the students had a right to
protest, and she respected their right to

In her speech, Haynie emphasized the
importance of students' involvement in
reproductive issues — not only
abortion but access to birth control and
sexual education.
She also stressed that "men and
women must be empowered to make
decisions about reproduction.
"In regards to reproductive rights,
you either have them, or you don't,"
she said.
AMY HUWTOEZ/THE BREEZE

Kathryne Haynie.

have an opinion as to "the choice they
might make in the event of an
unintended pregnancy."
"But we're not just about abortion —
we also provide prenatal care,
infertility treatment and adoption

services, a full range of family
planning," Haynie said.
"People who don't want to know
about choice choose to remain ignorant
as far as I'm concerned, because often
when faced with facts about the matters

"It's sexier, more exciting and
controversial for the media to focus on
the abortion issue. I just wish good
news and progress was reported, too.
"We're preventing unintended
pregnancies, preventing people from
ever having to make that choice,"
Haynie said.

Where are YOU Living Next Year?

froUsttnt

Red/scotm*

/*Ya/c0s*

►

Sundays 11:00 A.M.

• ON-SITE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Always close by to answer questions, handle problems and
make life easier. Also on-site maintenance.

• 9 or 12 MONTH LEASES AVAILABLE
Avoid the headaches of subleases or keep the place all year
(9 mo. leases may be limited so call NOW!)

• FULL RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

In the liiCCey %j?om of the
barren Campus Center

Swimming pool, Jacuzzi, tennis court, basketball and
weight room

• ALL THE AMENITIES YOU EXPECT

Christians of alt traditions
art welcome.

Self-cleaning range, refrig., disposal, laundry facilities,
fireplaces, ceiling fans, balconies and much more

2 or 3 Bedroom Apartment*

Open House
TODAY!
... ^2;^*§iii,;r,;,.,,
•Just follow tho signs

434-6166

A/*~-~

OFFKRI NO
NEW PUBLIC
TRAJNtrT
SCHEDULM
HILFYOU

OCTTO

a/c&/^
J^/fmmsrt^jf&r- Aw

Sponsored By Lutheran Campus Ministry,
Presbyterian Campus Ministry, ami the
Wesky foundation (United Methodist
Campus Ministry)
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Questioning
our own path
So far this year students have had a lot to say
about JMU. Those opposed to the inclusion of
veal as a dining option have spoken out. Several
issues of The Breeze have had the Opinion
pages filled with letters attacking Lefty Driesell
and the men's basketball team as well as
complimenting them. Letters also directed
questions toward Dr. Carrier about the
university's overall path. Good thing it's election
time, huh?
Of these three examples mentioned, it's
obvious that casting a ballot for new SGA
officers in hopes of having a say-so in next
year's men's basketball season will be met with
little satisfaction. But casting a ballot for the
candidates you feel best represent your interests
as a student of JMU, should be taken seriously,
especially if you've had a lot to say about JMU.
By no means is it anyone's place to tell someone
else how to vote in an election or better yet, to
vote at all — participating in open elections is a
right left entirely up to the individual.
However, a problem arises when students
who have voiced complaints don't exercise this
right. After all, voting in collegiate elections is not
like voting on a national level. There is no
electoral college to assess popular votes and
then make their own decision. Student
government elections are unique in that they are
truly determined by popular vote. With this in
mind, one might expect voter turnout at SGA
elections to be a little higher than past statistics
have revealed.
In the SGA elections of 1990 a whopping total
of 2,080 people came out to vote in the first
round of SGA elections. That's only 20 percent
of the entire student body. And in the run-off
elections for president, administrative vice
president and secretary that followed, only 1,913
voters cast their ballots. While that's only 170
voters less than the first round, a definite trend is
apparent.
The word apathetic may come to mind, but
apathy implies a complete lack of interest or
emotion. Using this description to describe the
entire student body is an unjust generalization.
Those students who have spoken out against
JMU for any reason and who plan to speak out
again in the form of casting their votes, more
power to you.
But to those who have spoken out publicly,
among friends or even in private to the nearest
wall, not voting in an open election that
guarantees you an influencing vote should bring
into question the stability of your own path.

editor LAUREL WISSINGER
managing editor JENNIFER ROSE
editorial editor JOEL LANGLEY

^e Got L«TS
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Chemicals, shmemicals: just eat it
Spring is here and as an
in an irate letter to the edieducated nutrition fanatic,
tor written by the attorney
you should think about orfor the Fruit and Vegetable
ganically growing your
AT WIT'S END
Growers Association.
own fruits and vegetables.
Nevertheless, as a conWhat do we mean when
Dave Barry cerned paranoid consumer
we
say
"organically
you should definitely grow
grown*' fruits and vegetables? Technically, we mean: your own food organically. We do this in our house"fruits and vegetables with insects living in them." In- hold. We have a tree in our yard, planted by the forsects are an important source of protein, which is mer owner. Bob, who told us that it was either a lime
highly nutritious. Look at bats. Bats eat a lot of in- tree or a grapefruit tree, we forget which. We never
sects and they're extremely healthy. They can spend a put chemicals on it and every year it produces a nice
wild night of flying around screeching and sucking crop of organic units die size of either large limes or
blood from unwary victims, yet when they gel back small grapefruits with some kind of skin problem that
to the cave they still have enough "zing" left to sneak looks like fruit leprosy. We monitor these units until
behind a stalactite for some hot sonar-enhanced sex the exact moment when they have ripened to perfec("Oh Marsha! Generate that frequency again!"). This tion, then we continue to monitor them as they fall on
is in stark contrast to the average American consu- the ground and are consumed by gnats. We've done
mer, who rarely makes it through the monologue on this for two years now and have yet to notice any se"The Tonight Show." Why? Because the average rious illness in die gnat community.
American consumer is eating SUPERMARKET
Another good fruit or vegetable to grow yourself is
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, which are know to the tomato. You've probably noticed that supermarket
contain — prepare to be alarmed — chemicals.
tomatoes are inedible. This is because they're not
Of course not all chemicals are bad. Without chem- bred for human consumption: They're bred to be
icals such as hydrogen and oxygen, for example, shipped long distances via buck, which requires that'
there would be no way to make water, a vital ingredi- they have the same juicy tenderness as croquet balls.
ent in beer. But many of die fruits and vegetables that Even as you read this, top vegetable scientists are
you buy in supermarkets have been saturated with a field-testing the Tomato of Tomorrow, which can
class of chemicals that are denned, technically, as withstand direct mortar fire and cannot be penetrated
"chemicals wih long scary names," such as "dioxye- by any known kitchen implement except the Veg-OlucyBOOGABOOGAcide." These chemicals can be Matic Home Laser Sheer (Not Sold In Stores).
harmful. In one laboratory experiment, they were fed
The biggest problem with home-grown tomatoes,
to a group of rats for six months, at the end of which of course, is that they might summon armed police to
68 percent of the rats had. become cigarette smokers.
your home. I base this statement on a Roanoke
Why do fruit and vegetable growers put such dan- Times-News story written by Madelyn Rosenberg and
gerous substances on your food? Actually, there's a sent to me by many alert readers. This story states
very sensible explanation: They want to kill you.
that a couple in a remote area of Montgomery
No, seriously, they use chemicals for many rea- County, Va., had placed a tomato in a wire basket
sons, which will be discussed about a week from now
BARRY page 11
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Letters to the Editor
Student supports 'established,'
'effective leader' for president
To the editor:

This year's choice for SGA president should go to
the candidate that will continue to build upon the
effective relationship between the student body, the
administration and the Commonwealth of Virginia.
Kim Graham is that candidate.
This his been a remarkable year for the SGA. As a
member of the Student Senate for two years, I have
seen the changes in the student government. This
year's SGA achieved on behalf of the student body an
additional day off for the Thanksgiving holiday;
brought much needed attention to the resources of
Carrier Library; and returned a student speaker to
commencement ceremonies, as well as providing other
services.
Kim Graham, as chairperson of the Legislative
Action Committee effectively lobbied the State
Legislature on behalf of Carrier Library. Kim Graham
has established herself, over three years, as an
effective leader within SGA and also with the
administration. I urge you to continue to support the
achievements of the SGA and help build upon its
foundation by voting on Tuesday for Kim Graham,
SGA President.
Jason A. Mclntosh
senior

at the candidates and make a decision based on the
candidates agenda, experience, as well as his/her
dedication and concern for the students of JMU.
Because of our firm belief in the political system and
our need for the continued success in the advancement
of this university, we submit that the following
candidates are by far the best choice for JMU:
President: Patricia Southall
Administrative Vice President: MelanieByrd
Legislative Vice President: JohnPagels
Treasurer Dan Campbell
Secretary: LeeAvery

political science/history

NAACP chapter announces 'best
choice* list of SGA candidates
To the editor:

The JMU chapter of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) views the
SGA elections as a vital pan of the political system at
this university. We believe that it is important to look

Editor of James Madison Review
explains facts behind SGA article
To the editor:
In the current issue of The James Madison Review, a
story of mine was published concerning the prevailing
wastefulness in the student government. As I expected,
the article ruffled some feathers and some
misunderstandings have resulted. The article was
intended to bring to the forefront the well-recognized
fact that the SGA often acts in an irresponsible and
unaccountable manner. Instead, it has unfortunately been
interpreted by a few as an all-out attack on the executive
board.
As an SGA senator for the past year, I have
occasionally seen the student government operate on a
level worthy of its name. Often, this level has been due
to the diligence of President Kevin Hughes and
Administrative Vice President Heather Wiley, who treat
their duties as a full-time job. Recognizing this fact. The
Review offered the executive board the opportunity to
publish a rebuttal to the article, but they refused.

Your participation in the elections on Tuesday will
decide the future of our university. We hold that these
candidates will serve the students and secure a positive
future for JMU.
Freda K. Burns
President JMU NAACP
Junior
communication

Nevertheless, we at the Review recognize that there are a
few in the SGA who truly act with the students' best
interests at heart.
However, the SGA acts all too often as a pristine
clique, unwilling to represent the students with even a
minimal level of competence. With executive board
elections now approaching, it is important that we
recognize this fact and lake the steps necessary to make
the SGA an active representative of the student body. For
if we do not, student opinion on this campus will
continue to be taken with a grain of salt.
John C. Wlrth
editor, The James Madisom Review
senior
public administration/political science

Ring Committee offers sophomore
class 'huge social event' tonight
To the editor:
Attention Sophomore Class of 1993:
Ring Premiere is one of the few occasions our entire

Student sees promise in 'ability'
'experience' of SGA candidate
To the editor:
I am writing in support of Pat Southall for SGA
president.
Pat's past experiences include her two years as a
senator, the 1989-90 Senator of the Year as senator of
Frederikson Hall; 1989-90 chairwoman pro-tempore
of the senate; and the present legislative vice
president.
I have known Pat for two years and have seen her
commitment in action. This year she traveled to
Richmond to lobby Secretary James Dyke, the state
secretary of higher education, to discuss JMU student
concerns over budget cuts.
In Pat's platform she stresses the need for a JMU
grievance system, because presently there is no final
arbitration of student and faculty grievances. She
proposes that SGA, the mediation center and JMU's
Chapter of Alternative Dispute Resolution (CHADR)
cooperate in developing such a system.
Furthermore, Pat supports campus recycling and
other environmental concerns facing JMU. She has
shown deep concern and interest in how the SGA can
become more actively involved with Environmental
Coordinators to continue the success of our campus
recycling.
My experiences with Pat have allowed me to see her
fall a bit, climb tremendously and most of all deepen
her understanding of needs. She has a true concern to
strengthen the Student Government Association and
its outlets.
If you want your voice heard and expressed vote for
Pat Southall for SGA president.
Shannon Russell
junior

JMU CHADR
Environmental Coordinator

class gathers together. We, as the Ring Committee,
have been working diligently to come up with a set of
designs for the Class of 1993.
Tonight, in the PC Ballroom from 6 to 10 p.m., you
will be shown our very own set of class rings designed
by us and ArtCarved for you.
In addition, our official ring company, ArtCarved, will
have its own collection. Besides the showing of our
rings, the Ring Premiere is a huge social event following
in the traditions of James Madison University. There
will be a live band, BS&M, free food and drinks. Prizes
will be given away to lucky class members and the first
800 sophomores arriving will receive a free T-shirt
commemorating this event.
Don't miss out on the one chance to be a part of the
1993 Ring Premiere. See you there and don't forget to
bring your IDI
Linh T. May
sophomore
1993 Ring Committee
French/Russian

Barry.

CONTINUED from page 10
and while they were away the tomato burst open,
dripping juice onto the phone answering machine, causing it to short out and repeatedly dial
911. Police traced the call and sent out some deputies. Since the tomato didn't try anything dumb,
the matter was resolved, but imagine what might
have happened if it had been a meaner vegetable,
such as a pea or, God forbid, a zucchini.
Another vegetable you need to keep an eye on
is the eggplant I have an article from The International Herald-Tribune, sent in by Diane He-

witt, about a man named Zahid Kassam in central
England who claims that when he cut open an
eggplant, "the seeds formed the name Allah in
Arabic." According to the article, "an estimated
4,500 pilgrims have visited Mr. Kassam's small
house in Leicester since the town's mosque designated the vegetable a holy object." And this is
not an isolated incident. The same article states
that a man in nearby Nottingham claims to have
found Allah's name in yet ANOTHER eggplant.
This article is even more alarming than the one
my friend found concerning the woman in Mexi-

co who attracted large crowds after discovering a
tortilla with the Virgin Mary's face on it. That
was just one isolated tortilla, acting on its own,
whereas here we have what is obviously a coordinated effort by an entire class of vegetables to
form the name of a major world deity. This
means that you, as an organic gardener, run the
risk that thousands of pilgrims could flock to
your door, creating a dangerous situation that
could panic one of your tomatoes into calling the
police. Maybe you should just order a pizza.
© The Miami Herald
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Nuclear energy will not solve oil dependency
I write in response to Michael Gekas' article on
why we should turn to nuclear energy and ignore
environmentalists who supposedly caused the United
States to go to war because of their push for oil
dependence.
Obviously, Mr. Gekas hasn't done much research
into environmental groups. To begin,
environmentalists are very much against the use of
oil. They push for energy conservation and promote
research for new energy sources.
Turning to nuclear power as the answer to
America's oil problems is ridiculous. First of all,
nuclear can only be used as a substitute for electricity.
So what is nuclear energy?
In order to create power, radioactive uranium atoms
within the nuclear reactor are split, shooting particles
in all directions with great force. The particles slam
into other atoms, shearing off their electrons or
splitting their nuclei. This process releases incredible
amounts of heat, which is used to convert water to
steam, which spins a turbine, producing electricity.
All nuclear reactors produce plutonium and other
radioactive wastes. Radiation changes how cells divide
and cause mutations in living organisms. Currently
there are 18,000 tons of high level radioactive waste
in the United States alone, and now permanent waste
sites.
While plants produce nuclear energy, radiation gets
into the machinery and the building itself. Because of
this, after approximately 20 years plants must shut
down. By the year 2010 more than half of the U.S.
reactors will have to be cut off at the cost of $400
million to $3 billion each.
Shutdowns of all U.S. reactors would create a wall

GUEST COLUMNIST
-KathieFeldt
of radioactive material 10 feet tall and 3 feet wide
which would reach from our lovely capital all the way
to New York City. Before Chernobyl and the Three
Mile Island meltdown the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission estimated the chance of that happening
to be one-in-a-billion. They were obviously
mistaken. Another interesting fact is that congress
passed a bill (Price-Anderson Act) saying that in case
of a meltdown the plant's responsibility is limited to
$7 billion. However, the Sandia National Laboratory
predicts that an accident at the Indian Point Plant In
New York could cost over $400 billion and cause
over 100,000 deaths.
Nuclear advocates are now promoting a $40 million
a year campaign using nuclear power as a solution to
the greenhouse effect The Rocky Mountain Institute
estimates to reduce global warming by 20 to 30
percent by the mid 21st century would mean building
one new plant every three days for the next 30 years
costing $9 trillion.
Finally, over the past 15 years conservation has
saved about six times more energy than nuclear
power. Furthermore, improving the energy efficiency
in buildings, appliances and lighting cost one-seventh
the price of building one new nuclear power plant
Perhaps the answer to the end of oil dependency,

and wats over it, is not the use of nuclear energy.
Consider how individuals can conserve energy.
Consider voting for politicians who will not support
George Bush when he yanks money from programs
that research new energy sources and puts it into
programs that support oil drilling in the National
Wildlife Refuge in Alaska.
There are also other alternatives, such as
Hydroelectric power, which uses the natural flow of
water to turn the turbines. Or natural gas, that burns
like oil but is cheaper, cleaner, and more convenient
Try solar energy which uses photovoltaic cells that
take solar radiation from the sun to produce energy.
Finally, there's geothermal, which is currently used in
Iceland. This process requires a pipe being lowered to
the earth's mantel, where the water sent through the
pipe is naturally heated and sent back up to the
surface as steam where it can turn the turbines. This
method, along with the others, are pollution free and
less costly and dangerous than nuclear power.'
Mr. Gekas was right, it is time for a change.
However, telling us "liberal, environmentalist radicals
to sober up," shows ignorance and points people in
the wrong direction. It's people with his mentality
that land this country in war — not the
environmentalists! I want to save our earth. I want to
protect the people and animals that live on it I
believe that every person can make a difference and
should be given correct information allowing them to
do so. If that makes me a radical environmentalist
then I'm proud to be one. Let's all take some
responsibility and change it for the better.
Junior Kathie Feldt is majoring in sociology.

COMMUTER STUDENT COUNCIL
POSITIONS FOR '91-'92 YEAR
-

PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
PROMOTIONS COORDINATOR
PROGRAM COORDINATOR
TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR
HOUSING COORDINATORS
(2 positions)
- TRANSFER TO TRANSFER

Student Scholarships awarded to all positions.
Applications can be picked up in the CSC Lounge
(WCC basement).
lav.
«^-..-,Wi*y.yfr.w*<rirfft
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WHSV-TV services the Valley almost 40 years
Jennifer Grossman
stqffwriter
WHSV-TV has been serving the
Shcnandoah Valley for almost 40
years.
The station came into existence in
1953, having changed hands four
times before being purchased by its
current owner, Richard Benedict. The
station is one of seven owned by the
Benedict Broadcasting Corp.
WHSV became a full-time carrier of
the American Broadcasting Company
22 years ago, airing ABC programs in
this market exclusively ever since.
Prior to affiliation with ABC —
which became a network in the mid
'60s — the station chose its daily
programming from a network pool
that included NBC and Dumont
Television. The station, located on
Route 33 West of Harrisonburg, went
with ABC because they offered the best
dollar amount to the station for
airtime.
ABC pays WHSV to air network
programming.
"We receive compensation for
programs, and it varies according to
lime of day the program is carried,"
said Robert Ganzer, general manager
for WHSV, who has been with the
station for the past four years. "We are
paid more for prime time and less for
daytime and sports".
ABC's payment to WHSV is

WHSV-TV it located Just outside of Harrisonburg on Routs 33 west
designated by the hour and broken
programming," Ganzer said.
WHSV's operating expenses for fiscal
down into quarter hour increments.
1991 — including employee wages and
"So if we have a rate of $100 for a
utilities — will exceed $2 million.
one hour program, we would receive
The station currently has 41 full
$50 for a 30 minute program, and $25
time
and 10 pan time employees, and
dollars for 15 minutes of

CMSi TYRE/THE BREEZE
offers a variety of internships for area
students. The majority of pan-time
positions are held by JMU students,
some of whom were able to land
WHSV page 14

AT&T expands target audience with discounts
JJ). Solomon
USAToday/
Apple College Irfo Network
BASKING RIDGE, NJ. — AT&T's marketing
experts are no longer content with reaching out and
touching any old someone. Increasingly, their goal
is to reach out and touch someone special.
The nation's No. 1 telecommunications company,
which used to sell long-distance service as a
one-size-fits-all commodity, is adopting the kind of
segment-marketing techniques used by department
stores and packaged goods companies.
It's conducting special long-distance sales aimed
at specific ethnic groups, promotions directed to
highly defined segments ranging from military
families to truckers, and even brand awareness
campaigns aimed at grade-school children.
"Customers don't just come in one flavor
anymore,'' said Patricia Dougherty, AT&T's
„

I
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manager of international consumer marketing.
"We're focusing on the specific needs of specific
customers."
That's a lesson heeded by the other major
long-distance companies also. MCI, for instance,
has been hurrying to devise calling plans and
special services that are tailored to different
lifestyles.
"The fact is that people use long-distance service
in many different ways," said Wayne Gattinella,
vice president for MCI's consumer market. "The
telecommunications industry has been behind other
sectors in tailoring services in ways to meet
people's different needs, and it's just now catching
up. People will use more of the service and will be
happier and will find it more beneficial if it's
tailored to their needs."
AT&T's efforts to divide up the
$55-billion-a-year long-distance market into
separate categories illustrate how far the industry is

going to reach different groups with highly targeted
messages and services.
Many of AT&T's segment marketing efforts are
directed at the international calling market, a
high-growth area for all long-distance companies.
The growth is being fueled by the global nature of
today's businesses and, among consumers, by the
influx of recent immigrants from Asia and Central
and South America, Dougherty said.
When there's an important national holiday in
places such as Japan, the Philippines, Mexico and
Jamaica, AT&T often holds a special one- or
two-day sale, when calling rales to those countries
are discounted. The promotions are publicized via
direct mail and ads in foreign-language newspapers
that serve the targeted ethnic group, Dougherty
said.
Last weekend, AT&T discounted calls to Ireland
Kf XT page 14
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WHSV.
CONTINUED from page 13

full-time jobs with the station
following graduation.
"We offer a great number of
internships and many of those students
move into part time and later full time
positions. I suppose we've run the
gamut of how we can handle students
through the JMU system" Ganzer said.
Heather Austin, a senior
communications major who interned at
WHSV last semester, said "WHSV
was a lot of fun. I learned more there
than at an internship in Washington,
D.C.Austin spent about 12 hours a week

working as a news reporter assistant
At WHSV, she was allowed to work
with editing and field camera
equipment — an opportunity not
available in D.C. due to unionization
of the industry.
"They are very willing to teach you.
It's a starting ground for everyone," she
said.
Chrys Peterson, a JMU graduate and
WHSV's anchorperson before moving
to a similar position at a station in
Scranton, Pa., first started working at
WHSV as an undergraduate production
assistant four years ago. From there,
she began her ascent to the top by first

doing reporting, then relaying weather
and finally being promoted to head
anchorperson.
The interns mostly work with
production or news stories, but a
student can often design the internship
according to his or her interests.
"But there have been some students
who have come in and said, 'I don't
know what I want to do — produce,
sell, anchor, etc. And we still have
some of those people here today. I
think we're pretty accommodating to
the students needs," Ganzer said.
WHSV and JMU have been working
together for about 10 years.

Students are encouraged to seek out
internship opportunities or set up an
appointment at the station for a tour,
just to see how things work. "I call it
getting hands-on knowledge," Ganzer
said. "There's a difference between
knowing how to mechanically operate
the equipment in doing a newscast over
at JMU, and coming in here, sitting
down in the chair at 5:59:30 on
Monday night The lights are on and
the clock is ticking.
There's no turning to someone and
saying, "Wait, I need another minute.'
And that's the way it is in real life," he
said.

AT&T.
CONTINUED frontpage 13

by up to 33 percent to mark St.
Patrick's Day. The discounted rates
were available from U.S. regions and
cities with large Irish-American
populations, including the New Jersey
and New York metro area, Boston and
Philadelphia.
But it's not just ethnic groups that
are receiving special attention. College
students and their parents, the elderly,
recent home sellers and buyers,
military families, home office workers,
truckers, even grade school students are
being pinpoint-targeted by AT&T's
marketing gurus.
Some examples:
• "Your truck might be missing an
important option from AT&T," said
one brochure that pitches the AT&T
Calling Card to truckers. "Obviously,
they're away from home a lot and they
need to make long-distance calls from
the road," said Janice Colby, manager
of AT&T's domestic consumer market
"They're heavy users of calling cards."
AT&T advertises its calling card in
trucking magazines, at trucker
conventions and with direct mail to
truckers' homes. The company also
distributes calling card flyers and
applications at truck stops.
• "The AT&T Military Card is the
one card to take wherever the military
takes you," said another flyer aimed at
servicemen and women. With
traditional calling cards, charges appear
on your monthly phone bill, but many
people in the military don't have their
own phone. Users of the Military Card
are billed on a special statement from
AT&T.
• For parents of college students,
AT&T offers its Call Me Card. It
allows students to call home — and
only home — and bill the call to their
home phone without incurring
operator-assistance charges.
• AT&T is even reaching out to
school-age children, although with a.
very soft sell. It publishes The AT&T
Adventure Club, a comic book that
teaches lessons about communication.

Village
An easy 10
minute walk
to campus.
(No hills to climb or
interstate to cross)
ww*tWH4

i

CALL TODAY! UNITS ALMOST GONE!

Oldc Mill Village Offers:
•Furnished 4 bedroom apartments
•A desk in every room
•Two full bathrooms
•Large utility room with full size
washer and dryer
•Fully equipped kitchen including
microwave and dishwasher
•Spacious living area
•Deadbolts and doorviewers on ALL
apartments

434-1876

Individual or
Group Units
Still Available
Plus:
Lighted parking lot
Basketball court
Sunbathing area

c

Better
Berkeky
ifc
'ealty. Inc. of Hamsonbure I

11 and fiarrirns®

1373 S.
Main St.
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'As Is': dealing with the tragedy of AIDS
Gayte Cohen
siaffwriier
It isn't a feel-good play, and it
doesn't leave much to the imagination.
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But William M. Hoffman's "As Is"
deals with the epidemic that is
anything but subtle — AIDS. The
play is about not giving up on life in
the face of terminal illness.

"As Is" serves as the vehicle for a
message — AIDS is not just a "gay
disease." Since the audience surrounds
the stage, it is impossible to escape
the message shouted from all corners
of the theatre. But the element of
humor is never lost
"No matter how good or bad the
acting is, the script is beautiful," actor
Chris Ycatts said. "I think the audience
should get off on the humor."
Yeatts, a freshman, plays the lead
character named Rich, a homosexual
who has AIDS. The play focuses on

the relationship between Rich and his
lover Saul, performed by JMU graduate
Michael McCauley.
Rich and Saul bounce around a lot of
jokes, fight with sarcastic humor and
play together like little kids in order to
keep their sanity. They also perform
some very intimate scenes which
possess the potential to make audience
members uncomfortable.
But the honesty and tenderness Rich
and Saul share is crucial to the play.
Their love is no different from the love
between heterosexual couples. Yeatts

and McCauley act skillfully and
without inhibitions, and their ability
to delve into their roles without reserve
makes the plot come alive.
The problem with homosexuality in
"As Is" comes not from gay romances,
but from an attitude that seemingly
condones promiscuity and drug use. If
the script fails in any way, it stems
from its potential to lose the
sympathies of the audience.
"God, I used to love promiscuous
sex," Saul says at one point in the
play. Together, he and Rich add such

Erick Pinnick tries
to add dark humor
to a group meeting
for AIDS patients
(played by Joey
Yates, Andre Farris
and Paul Tine, left
to right) in William
Hoffman's "As Is,"
showing this week
at Theatre II.
Photo by
Tee Morris

Moviewatch
THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Grafton-Stovall Theatre

Grafton-Stovall Theatre

Grafton-Stovall Theatre

• Saturday Night Fever (R) — 7, 9:30

• The Jungle Book (G) — 7, 9:30
• Tho Blue* Brothers (R) — Midnight

• The Jungle Book (G) — 7, 9:30

Valley Mall Loews Theatres
• The Door. (R) — 4:15. 7, 9:35

• SIMM* of tfJH banks (R) — 4:30. 7.9:30
• Denoee wKh wolves (PG-13) — 4,8:30
» »lMplng with tho Enemy (R) — 3:30.5:30,
7:30. 9:30

Loews Theatres
• The Hard Way (R) — 7:40. 9:45
• Tho Perfect Weapon (R) —7:30. 9:30
• Homo MOM (PG) — 7:30. 9:30
«■<« !■
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Valley Mall Loews Theatres
Valley Mall Loews Theatres
• Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II (R) — 11. .1, 3, 5,

• Teenage Mutant NlnJa Turtle* II (R) — 11,1, 3, 5,

7.9

• Silence of the Lamb. (R) — 11:30. 2. 4:30, 7,
9:30
• Silence of the Lambs (R) — 11:30, 2, 4:30, 7, 9:30
• Dance, with Wolves (PG-13) — 1:30, 5,8:30
• Dance* with Wolves (PG-13) — 1:30, 5, 8:30
• Stooping with the Enemy (R) — 11:30, 1:30. 3:30, • Sleeping with tho Enemy (R) — 11:30.1:30.
3:30. 5:30. 7:30. 9:30
5:30. 7:30. 9:30

7.9

Loews Theatres

Loews Theatres

• The Doors (R) — 7. 9:35
• The Perfect Weapon (PG) —7:30, 9:30
• Home Atone (PG) — 7:30. 9:30

• Tho Doors (R) — 7,9:35
• Tho Perfect Weapon (PG) —7:30. 9:30

• Homo Alone (PG) — 7:30, 9:30

r> . r r
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The Great Unveiling brought to
you by the CLASS OF '93 and

mi
ALU.

RINGS MAY ALSO BS ORDERED

22 • BOOKSTORE
o 25 & 26 • VALLEY ROOM
a.
27 • TIDEWATER ROOM
28 • ALLEGHENY ROOM

FREE FOOD
FREE DRINK
FREE T-SHIRTS TO THE
FIRST 800 PEOPLE

mutt Have I.D.

ALL93PM

ART CAM ED
X.

CLASS RINGS

wuRScw, M^na 121,1991 • n

Indigo Girls to play in Charlottesville
Girls, winners of the 1989 Grammy for "Best
Contemporary Folk Group," have performed in
Charlottesville. A sell-out of the 1,200-scat center is
expected. The performance will benefit the
Independence Resource Center, an umbrella
organization that provides training and employment
resources for disabled individuals.
Recently, The Indigo Girls hit number one on the
WXJM Top Ten List three times with the song
"Hammer and a Nail." It comes from the duo's latest
release, "Nomads*Indians>Saints."

t\arje WMJ auuen
artreporter
With the announcement of an upcoming concert,
fans of the Indigo Girls are now closer to finding the
duo in conceit locally.
The folk-singing duet from Georgia will be in
concert at the Charlottesville Performing Arts Center
on April 16. Tickets go on sale Saturday at 9 a.m.at
Town A Campus Records for $15.50.
The April 16 show will be the third time the Indigo

For the week ending March 16,1991.
"MissFreetove^
Hoodoo Guns
"Dancin on the Median"
Helen KeDer Band
"Native Son"
Judy Bats
Tve Been Thinking About You'
London Beat
"Right Here Right Now"
Jesus Jones
"Love Rears Its Ugly Head"
living Colour
"Mother Universe"
Soup Dragons
"Dirty Boots"
Sonic Youth
"Sure Thing"
MkhefleMalone
"FfyNfeOximgsous"
Drrvin'nCryin

Review.
CONTINUED from page 15

Other characters depicted in the play suffer along
with AIDS patients — friends, family, business
partners and hospice workers. Death due to the AIDS
virus denies its victims of their dignity. "As Is"
demonstrates the disease is difficult to endure and
painful to watch.

adjectives as "noncommittal," "free," "wild,"
"rampant," "juicy," and "hunky" to depict the kind of
sex they desperately miss.
The script almost implies that if it weren't for
AIDS, people could happily continue having casual
sex and doing drugs without fear. "As Is" tempts the
viewer to judge homosexuals for attending gay bars
and bath bouses.

A lot of death and suffering occurs in "As Is." No
cure has yet been found for AIDS, but the characters
employ the medicine of humor to ease the pain.
Yeatts, who said he researched the virus for his role,
prescribes lots of laughter for AIDS patients.

While Rich and Saul present a homosexual
perspective, the inclusion of minor characters and
subplots serves as a reminder — AIDS has the
potential to strike anyone regardless of their sexual
orientation.

The ones who do better are the ones who keep
their sense of humor," he said.

For example, in an attempt to deal with his illness.
Rich attends a support group for the victims of the
AIDS virus. The other group members represent
various walks of life — gay, straight, married, single,
Mack, white and, in one case, eight months pregnant

"As Is," simply as drama, could be considered too
overbearing. But the play is a vehicle for education as
well as entertainment Outstanding acting smooths
over any rough edges in stage movements. The
importance of its message along with the saving
grace of its humor make it wholly worthwhile.

COURTESY WXJM

/

Where are YOU living next year?!! Try,

Hunters Ridge
Think about ihffl. Features:
?

?

Competitively Priced
4 Bedroom Townhouses
£
2,4,5 Bedroom Condominiums
Wide Variety of Floor Plans
Harrisonburg bus service to and from campus
Sand Volleyball and Basketball Courts
Easy walking distance to campus p
Washer/Dryer in each unit
On-Site Property Management
Private Decks or Patios
■ Cleaning Service
Custom Blinds at all windows
Plush Carpeting
p - Completely Equipped Kitchen including:
Microwave, Dishwasher, refrigerator
Furnished and UnfurnishedUnits
with Ice Maker, and Range p

Hunters Ridge Management
715 Port Republic Road

^^JL22™

OPEN HOUSE TODAY UfM

CALL 434-5150 for additional information

m
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tHraMitmtai JBance
Folk Dance Ensemble parades a variety c
(•m^ or 22 years, the JMU Folk Dance
A Lj Ensemble has demonstrated the variety
fZj
of traditions that comprise American
— ' culture. In an effort to preserve these
traditions, the Ensemble recreates folk dances done
in countries around the world.
"If these dances are not danced and these
traditions are not observed, we'll lose them," said
director Dr. Earlynn Miller. "This is our
connection to the past. Because we dance now,
people will dance in the future."
The Ensemble will perform this weekend in a
dance festival designed to imitate international
festivals held in Europe.
At the request of students, the Ensemble was
formed in 1969 to add cultural flavor to the
Harrisonburg area. The members learn the dances
of different countries and research their cultures.
The performers help each other learn, direct and
interpret the dances as well as design the costumes
and staging.
Many students from ballroom and folk dancing
classes at JMU participate in the Ensemble.

"It's interesting to learn about the cultures and
to wear the costumes," senior Kirk Preston said.
"It's also great exercise." Preston joined the
ensemble while taking a ballroom dancing class
last spring.
Sharing their interest in a variety of cultures,
several community groups will be involved in
this year's concert at Godwin Hall.
Members from the Museum of American
Frontier Culture in Staunton suggested focusing
on cultures that create the traditions of the
Appalachian region. The museum staff will also
participate in the dances.
Folk Dance on Tour is a local troupe made up
of children between the ages of 10 and 16.
Director Gregory Miller teaches the children about
the history, geography and anthropology of the
regions their dances represent
"This collaboration has been a lot of hard work
for the staff as well as the dancers, but I think it'll
be worth it when they get all of the suites
together," he said.
Students from Great Neck High School in

Article by
Jessica Jenkins
Photos by
Vasha Hunt
WtitmnttHHMffftfJMHffffffff*

Art by
Derek Carbonneau

Chesapeake will also appear in the show in the
alumnus spotlight. Karen Cummerford, a JMU
graduate and a math teacher at the school, will
bring the school dance club to perform renditions
of the Jitterbug and a traditional American clog.
Representing Craigsville and Churchville
schools in Augusta County, fourth and fifth grade
students will participate in the English and
German dances.
In order to maintain the authenticity of the
festival, there will also be vendors selling their
crafts.
"The festival offers something for everyone,"
said Dr. Earlynn Miller. "Children like the
costumes and musk and adults appreciate the
dancing that links them with their heritage."
The program will begin with a simulation of a
traditional English dance arranged by James
Morrison. Just as English dancers wind through
the city streets at the beginning of a festival, all
of the performers will parade down the imaginary
road up to the stage before introducing the
participants.

The show t
stages, makin
which dances
One stage \
Dancing Clas
Dance andaJ
JMU alumnu
folk dance cai
Japanese nati
The others
traditional Ail
Lloyd Shaw,
of clogging b
and then by tl
School on Sal
At the end<
returns to a si
fourth grade:
dance. The da
Rhineland rej
arearepresen
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of cultures
low then splits up and takes place on two
taking the audience members decide
inces they want to see.
age will feature the International Folk
Class, performing a Mexican Bridal
id a Japanese dance choreographed by
imnus Leigh Thomas. Thomas attended a
x camp where she learned dances from a
native.

J

her stage will show several parts of a
al American square dance, collected by
taw. There will then be a demonstration
ing by Gregory Miller on Friday night,
by the students from Great Neck High
n Saturday and Sunday.
end of each performance, the show
o a single stage. The Ensemble and the
ade students will perform a German folk
he dancers wear costumes representing the
id region of Germany, because that is the
■csentcd by the exhibits at the museum.

Lett to Right:
Couples
Junior John Cooley
and Senior Leigh Ann
Bowles,
Sophomore Courtney
Holmes and
Sophomore Shayne
Cole end

£

Greg Miller and
graduate student
Irene Samelle
will be performing a
variety of dances as
part of the Folk
Dance Ensemble
conceit this weekend
in Godwin Hall.
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Where else can you shoot JMU
students and get paid for it?
Call
Vasha, x6127

Be a Breeze
photographer
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Let's not
pollute
our
ocean
of air

Seeking an Opportunity to
Learn the Securities Business?

F.N. WOLF & CO., INC.
110 Wall Street
New York, NY 10005
We are expanding and looking for entry level

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES/
STOCKBROKERS

like we
polluted
theirs.
Poisoned air can shorten life
with every breath. Only with
your help can we stem the tide.
It's a matter of life and breath®

ft ft.

t

AMERICAN
LUNG
ASSOCIATION*
The Christmas Seal People •

So** comnbuKd by I he publisher » • puMic wrvice.

THE COMPANY

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

F.N. Wolf & Co.. Inc.. a subsidiary of Wolf
Financial Group, is a fuB-service investment
banking and securities brokerage firm. We
handle transactions on the listed stock
exchanges, the OTC market and many other
investment vehicles. We raise money for new
and existing companies via private placements
and pubic securities offerings, and based on our
experience and performance record, we are
also one of the leading underwriters of initial
public offerings on Wal Street.

Account Executive/Stockbroker - FuMme
Commission Sales.

Our entire investment philosophy is geared
toward satisfying individual investor needs.
However, we do specialize in the selection and
recommendation of stocks in smoller-to -medium
sized companies that, in our opinion, offer
greater than average potential for capital
appreciation.

OPPORTUNITIES
If you are seeking an opportunity to learn the
securities business and to build a professional
career in an environment that is both
professional and friendn/. then F.N.. Wolf & Co..
Inc. is interested in you. Below is a description of
the available positions:

•Making buy and sell recommendations of stocks,
bonds and a wide variety of investment products.
•Building clentele/seeking and servicing customer
accounts.
•Servicing portfolios/reviewing investment
situations.
•Keeping clients abreast of daily market
fluctuations and special situations.

ENTRY QUALIFICATIONS
All academic majors will be considered and
applicants will be evaluated solely on individual
merit and personal desire to succeed.

ADVANCEMENT POTENTIAL
At F.N.. Wolf & Co.. Inc.. individuals are
advanced and rewarded strictly on the basis
of their own performance. We offer excellent
opportunity for advancement into
management positions.

Turn in resumes during open sign-up at the
Placement Office: March 29,19918-12 noon.
Campus Interviews: April 5,1991
• F.N. Wolf & Co., Inc., 4501 Ford Ave., Alexandria. VA 22302
F.N.. MM » Co.. he., o ubddksy o» Th» Wo» Financial Group. * o mwntoor of NASD and SPC. Co<pofatoH«x)quartM: 110 WdlSftMt.NswVoik.NV 10006
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Hi Ho, Hi Ho. tt's off to work she goes

Student, triathlete, flight attendant: she does it all
Dana L Patterson
Krista Christy is a full-time student with a double
major, a flight attendant's job on the weekends and a
triathlete's training schedule all year long.
How does she do all of this? "I just do it," she says,
and her license plate, "JEZDOIT," attests to that
simple explanation.
Christy's JMU schedule alone probably would be
enough for any other student to handle. A health
science and health management major with a minor in
coaching, she recently transferred back to JMU from a
semester at the University of Mary land where she
began working for United Airlines in March of 1989.
This semester, she is taking 19 credit hours and has
8 a.m. classes Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays—
after flying all weekend. Christy takes her books with
her on weekends and studies during the flight, die
layovers and other times she's not in the air. When
she flies to California, "I take my books to the pool
and I study," she says.
"I probably get more studying done on the
weekends than any other JMU student because that's
all I do," Christy says.
But compared to her weekend schedule, she says,
"It's easy to study during the week. I just make time
like everybody else does."
Christy started flying with Presidential Airlines in
1985 when she was 19 years old and worked with
them for two years. She applied to work for United
Airlines two years ago.
Christy says being a weekend flight attendant is an
ideal job. "It's the only job where I can go to school
full time and still have a full-time job," she says.
Christy drives up to Dulles International Airport on
Fridays after her morning class and then flies up to
Newark, New Jersey where she is based and has
higher seniority. Having more seniority, she says,
allows her to pick her own schedules each month,
which usually means coast-to-coast three-day flights
to Denver, Seattle or California.
She says there's always a chance of missing a class
because of things like flight delays. She tells her
professors about her job at the beginning of the
semester.
"If I tell them in the beginning, they won't think
that I've come up with some hair-brained story about
why I'm not there in class," she says. "They've been
really good about it. I haven't had any problems. I
keep up with the work, and my grades were great last
semester."
She says flying on the weekends allows her the
flexibility of a part-time job. And, if she needs to,
she can always trade trips with other flight attendants
to suit her schedule. Flying gives "money to pay the
bills" since she's been on her own for six years, she
says, plus she also gets benefits and medical
coverage.
"The pay isn't great, but at the same time, I only
work eight to 12 days a month," she says. "It's a job
with the flexibility to do other things.
"It's not difficult [work] all the time, depending on

MVT SCHWMEL/THE BREEZE

Krista Christy, demonstrating her roles as
student, triathlete and flight attendant.
the month. I could fly two weekends out of a month,
one weekend out of a month or four weekends out of
a month."
Christy says she would like to continue flying once
she goes to grad school and has a career. "When I
finish school completely and have another job, I'm
hoping that I can still do it — a lot of people do."
She says some professionals who fly on the weekends
are sales managers, doctors and dentists, and they do it
because they enjoy it.
"Once it's in your blood, it's something you don't
want to give up — the benefits are great," she says.
"You really have to love your job to do it and I think
a lot of people quit because it wasn't what they had
expected. But the ones who stick around are the ones
who really do enjoy their job."
Christy definitely intends to keep her job for three
more years when she will be raised from the "B" pay

scale to the "A" scale. "You do the exact same job,
the same flight hours but, for the first five years, you
make a flat fee that's three times less than anybody
who's been flying six years or more," she says. "Once
I hit "A" scale, giving up that money and the benefits
— it would be tough."
While Christy is studying and flying, she's also
training for biathlons. She says she does hard-core
training from November to February when she isn't
competing.
Her three-and-a-half to four-hour daily training
consists of running five days a week, biking and
swimming on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, and
wcightlifting on Tuesdays and Thursdays. On the
weekends, she says she takes one day off to enjoy an
activity such as biking "just for fun." She says if
she's flying that weekend, she can run or swim.
"I wish I had about five more hours in a day," she
says. "With the classes and the training and the
flying, I have to study. I have 20 million things
going at one time all the time. But I wouldn't be
comfortable doing it any other way."
Christy says she started doing biathlons three
summers ago when she and some friends entered the
world's largest triathlon, the Chicago Sun Times, in
the International Distance relay as a rivalry with some
of her guy friends. The biathlon consists of a
lOK-run, a one-mile swim and a 25-mile bike ride.
"Then, at the last minute, the girls wimped out, so I
decided to do it myself," she says. "I competed with
the guys and did it with other friends. I was the only
girl that did it that year in our circle of friends. I
really got involved in it that summer. I just started
doing it from then on."
She says biking is her weakest area, swimming her
strongest and running "just kind of comes naturally,"
maybe because both of her parents are marathon
runners.
"When I was little, I was a swimmer and I rode
horses, but I hated running," Christy says. "I still
hate running, but it's the only thing I can go out and
do and scream and complain about it while I'm doing
it, but feel good when I'm finished.
"I can remember my parents finishing marathons
when I was younger and the look of exhaustion on
their faces when they crossed the line. I thought,
'Why would you do that to yourself?'
"When I finished my very first biathlon, I felt great
i— not that I would go out and do it again, but I could
have. It wasn't so exhaustive. It was a great high.
That's what hooked me on it, finishing that one and
the shape that I was in to do it If nothing else,
there's the endurance — it keeps you in shape and it
makes you feel good about yourself."
Christy says biathlons are beginning to be popular
in this area. The Valley Wellness Center has a
Harrisonburg Triathlon in September and has a
Harrisonburg Master's team, which consists of people
age 45 and older.
"It's suiting to really catch on. People are looking
at it and thinking, it's something different — it's not
just flat running. You don't have to be strong in any
CHRISTY page 23
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GREEN SOUTH MAIN LAUNDRY
I5V6 jouth Mam Street (Mick or Mack Complex)

Our Family Is Happy To Provide The Best Coin Laundry Possible.
Modem — Clean — Lowest Prices — Best Value
OUR FEATURES HAVE VALUE!
38 washers • 22 new. modern American
computerized dryers • Digital readout shows
Wash 6<K time and temperature • Accepts dimes and
Dry25C quarters • Controlled atmosphere for year round
(lOmin.
comfort • Cable TV • Lounge and snack area •
for 25C)
Restroom • Coin Changer • Plenty of folding
area • Soap vending machine • Plenty of hot
water • Attendant on duty
Maytag Double-Loader $ 1.00
Convenient Hours:
Trlple-Looder $ 1-25
Dairy 6am - 9:30pm Last Load 8:45pm
433 - 1566

Want to
improve
the
writing
in
The
Breeze?

Spend this summer as a leader at a church camp! You will learn about
yourself; develop skills in working with peers; gain experience with
children and youth; make a real contribution to the lives of campers!
Excellent experience for anyone considering a career in education,
counseling, church work, or any work with people.
Call for information and application forms:
CAMP OVERLOOK
CAMP PADDY RUN
(United Methodist)
(Presbyterian)
Ron Robey, director
Bill Painter, contact person
269-2267
433-2556
You need not belong to the sponsor denomination.
,i?teteJ>i*A

ONE MILLION OF
THE BEST MINDS
IN AMERICA
HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT
PROGRAM.
TIAA-CREF.

TIAA-CREF is building
a sound financial future
for more than 1,200,000
people in the education
and research communities. And over 200,000
retirees are now enjoying
the benefits of their
TIAA-CREF annuities.
Starting April 1,1991,
we will offer two new
investment choices
under the Virginia Optional Retirement Program: the
CREF Bond Market Account and the CREF Social
Choice Account.

SOLID PERFORMANCE AND TIMELY INNOVATION
Whether you are just starting your career or you are nearing retirement we can help you prepare for the future.
Since 1918, we've been dedicated to making sure that
people in education and research can count on a comfortable retirement.
\Nfe pioneered the portable pension. We invented the
variable annuity In 1988, we created the CREF Money
Market Account to give you more flexibility. And the
CREF Bond Market Account and the CREF Social
Choice Account let you shape and diversify your retirement investments even further.
At TIAACREF, we believe that steady incremental
growth over the long term is the best way to build retirement income. This investment philosophy has worked
well for over seventy years, and has provided retirement
income for hundreds of thousands of people like you.

Maybe you
have what
it takes!
Breeze
features
staff
meeting,
MONDAYS
7:30 pm
in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall.
11 MiiiitiJiiiiii^ltUiiLiiii'iUiiiii

SUMMER
JOBS
Church camps in this area need summer staff

THE KEYS TO RETIREMENT INVESTING
Security, growth, and diversify are the keys to sound
retirement investing: security, so the resources are sure to
be there when it's time to retire; growth, so you'll have
the income you need for the kind of retirement you wa. it;
and diversity to help protect you against volatility and to
let you benefit from the strengths of several types of
investments.
TIAA AND CREF- A SMART COMBINATION
TIAA's traditional annuity provides maximum safety,
guaranteeing your principal and a specified interest rate.
It also gives you the opportunity for growth through
dividends—which we ve declared every year for over 40
years. In fact, TIAA's net earned rale has beaten the

industry average for
every one of those vears.1
With CREFs variable
annuity, you can choose
from four different
investment accounts, all
managed by experts who
uiiderstand'the longterm strategies essential
to sound retirement
planning.

THE FIRST CHOICE IN EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
The TIAA-CREF retirement system is specifically
designed for people in education and research. You may
move from one institution to another many times in your
career, so your annuities move with you to any of over
4.400 institutions with TIAA-CREF retirement plans.
You need financial security, so the system provides retirement income you cannot outlive. Plus, the TIAA-CREF
system offers:
Performance: The CREF Stock Account outperformed
the mutual fund industry average for the last one-, five-,
and ten-year periods. The CREF Money Market Account
has shown excellent returns since its inception, outperforming the industry average since May of 1988.1
Responsiveness: Our experienced counselors are ready
to answer your questions. Call our toll-free numbers for
performance figures or information about your personal
annuity accumulations.
Security: Your future is protected by the largest retirement system in the world. We currently manage more
than $80 billion in assets. Because of its stability, sound
investments, and overall financial strength, TIAA has
received the highest possible ratings from all three of the
industry's leading independent rating agencies—A+
(Superior) from A.M. Best Co., Aaa from Moody's and
AAA from Standard & Poors.
For further information contact:
TIAA-CREF
7475 Wisconsin Avenue. Suite 1100
Bethesda.MD 20814
I 800 842-2008

Ensuring thefuture for those who shape it."
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Jump-Rope-for-Heart to benefit American Heart Association
Donna RaBwtate

suffwruer

One, two, three, four. . . jumping
rope's not just for fun anymore.
Jump-Rope-for-Heart — an event
sponsored by the Department of
Physical Education and Sport and the
physical education fraternity, Phi
Epsilon Kappa, to raise money for the
American Heart Association — will be
held in Godwin Hall Gymnasium
Saturday from 2 to 4 p.m.
In Jump-Rope-for-Life's 11 years of
existence, the American Heart

Association has sponsored seven
million participants who have raised
over $105 million to fight heart
disease. JMU has been a part of the
program for the last seven years.
Senior John Whiedmaier said that
many students' families and friends are
effected by heart disease — and that
gives everyone a a good reason to get
involved.
"Cancer and heart disease are the two
leading killers in America, and the
American Heart Association is doing
everything possible to find a cure but
they can't without financial support,''

Christy.
CONTINUED from page 21

one event. If you can do all three and complete in
them, then you can do it."
Christy says she finished eight triathlons this past
summer. "I placed in three races — in my age group,
not in the pros. There's no way I could ever go pro —
not anytime soon."
Even though she's not a pro, she says a store in
Northern Virginia sponsors her and provides her with
the use of their equipment such as running shoes, her
bike and her wet suit.
"For me, they called it an 'apprentice sponsorship'
because I'm not a big competitor," Christy says. "I'm
not one of the pros, I'm not one of the best, but I'm
somebody who has potential. I had the pros from

he said. "Once a cure is found,
millions of lives will be saved, but
until then we have to keep fighting."
Senior Rodney Markham, chairman
of Phi Epsilon Kappa's committee for
the service project, said the choice of
Jump-Rope-for-Heart furthers the fight
against heart disease monetarily and
physically.
"We're a physical education
organization and we're trying to
promote fitness and health in our
society," Markham said.
Professor of Physical Education Joel
Videlli's Problems in Administration

their team helping me train and get better and, with
that, I got some of the benefits from the store — not
all of them, but some of them."
Christy says most students at JMU wouldn't know
that she's 26. "You fit into the environment that
you're in at the time. When I'm down here at school,
I get crazy and act silly and fit in fine. But when I get
on the airplane, it's a whole different story.
Professionalism and my training all has to come
out"
But, she says. There are a lot of times when I feel
like I'm a lot older — when I go out with the guys
and the people down here, and with my friends —
even going out in groups to go to JM's for Ladies
Night
"I enjoy being with my friends and going out and
having a good time, but with the big party scene, I've

STOP BY AND SEE WHAT OUR
COPY CENTER HAS TO OFFER

Duplicate/
"UMHUJI8/

About 50 people are expected to
jump in teams of four during the
two-hour event
Students will collect donations from
the Harrisonburg community the
morning of the event. Markham said
anyone who would like to help should
call 564-1153.

J

already gone through all thai."
Because she doesn't party as much, Christy says, "I
think that's why I do well in my classes because I
spend more time studying and I have a better
perspective [than before]."
One way other students might sense that she is
older is in her attitude toward her professors.
"I feel like I can talk to the instructors easier than
most people," Christy says. "I think I maybe have a
different rapport with the instructors than most
students would. When I have time off [from flying], I
take advantage of it. If there's a weekend that I'm not
flying, I usually try and go to visit my friends
because I have friends that I fly with that are in
Colorado or California, so I just go out and see them.
Or I just relax, go home [to Alexandria] to see my
friends and do nothing!"

Canvas Earth Bags
'»n\/oo

,
v

class has been actively involved in the
program.
"Our goal is to be the number-one
college in the program," Videlli said.
"Last year the top school raised S1,200
and we feel we can exceed that"
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FEATURING
LOW PRICES!!!
ON CAMPUS CONVENIENCE!
REDUCTIONS!
FAST SERVICE!
ENLARGEMENTS!
TRANSPARANCIES!
FLIERS!
RESUMES!
NEWSLETTERS!
BINDING CAPABILITIES!
POSTERS!
FLUORESCENT PAPER!
CONVENIENT HOURS!

WE ACCEPT FLEX ACCOUNTS.

a IV1

■aa»'f
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Available1!*\kf Sfr Lin
(WCC Basement)

Available in the CSC Lour
(WCC Ba
ent)
Located near Greek Row

Serving all
students, faculty
and staff of JMU
community

Phone: 568-3908
Hours: 7 am - 8 pm
Mon - Thu
., 7.amT 7p.m FrJ.

One Bag -$3.00
2 Basis for $5.00
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You Are What You Eat -- With All the Appliances
at The Commons. Cook What You Want.to Be!

FREE CABLE OFFER EXTENDED THROUGH MARCH
OPEN HOUSE • THURSDAY 3-7, MARCH 21
.
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PIZZA & REFRESHMENTS
1 PORTABLE TV GIVEN AWAY WEEKLY* • COME BY AND REGISTER!

(5 hook-ups, includes each bedroom and the living room)
Includes HBO, Home Team Sports, ESPN, MTV, VH1, CNN, USA.A&E, WTBS, The Weather Channel, Headline News, Major Networks, etc.

•

Create culinary masterpieces
beyond your wildest dreams in
your fully outfitted kitchen! Each
apartment's kitchen at The
Commons (Phase I & II) includes
dishwasher, garbage disposal, and
microwave oven! In addition, all
four bedrooms have double beds,
desks, telephone jacks, and cable
hookup. To top it off, we offer
two spacious baths,
patios/balconies, free cable and
free sewer and water, plus a
full-time maintenance staff. Who
could ask for more?
—

The Commons
Apartments Phase II
are now
renting.. JFAST!
Call The Commons at

432-0600
Office Hours
M-F 9-6
Sat 10-6
Sun 12-5

and get off campus
this fall!
r.-iK.jWt K...I n1l*iU«M!

19/12/3
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JMU to hunt Tigers in Sweet 16
With the Lady Kats and the Lady
Lions out of the NCAA tournament,
the JMU women's basketball team is
hoping to finish off yet another
member of the feline family, the
Clemson Tigers.
After upsetting the No. 1 team in
the nation last Saturday in the
second round, the Dukes have
descended from cloud nine long
enough to prepare for the Tigers in
the semifinals of the East Regionals
tonight in Philadelphia.
The Tigers reached the Sweet
Sixteen with a 103-91 win over
Providence several hours after the the
Dukes historic victory.
Tonight's contest marks the second
time in four years these teams have
met during March Madness. In their
last meeting, JMU slipped by
Clemson 70-63 in a second-round
game. It was the Dukes most recent
appearance in the Sweet Sixteen
before this season.
CLEMSON page 27
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Doubles teams
carry Dukes to
5-4 victory
Greg Abet
assistant sports editor
With his team down 4-2 in the
match and in need of doubles sweep to
beat visiting Hampton University
Tuesday afternoon, JMU men's tennis
coach Drew Wittman remained

a

confident.

"I don't like being down 4-2, but I'm
not worried when it comes to doubles,
I feel we can play with anyone."
Wittman was right. The Dukes went
on to take all three doubles matches to
steal the match, 5-4.
With the match tied at four wins
apiece, the pressure was on the No. 3
doubles team of senior Harris
Rosenblatt and sophomore Jamie
Samuel. The pair pulled off a 7-6,7-5
win over Hampton's Omwa Carter and
Eric Abrams, handing the Dukes the
match and running the team's record to
5-2.
JMU guard Emily McCrackan average* 7.4 points a game this season.

TENNIS page 3i

Dukes shell Keydets 22-0
Young VMI pitchers rattled for 19 hits
David Allen &
PrpoHgPavte

VRSHA HUNT/THE BREEZE
JMITs Coray Raflnar hurts a pitch in tha top of the 7th Tuasday vs. VMI.
iawaws^^aaaj^aaawa-^raysii as aaai sa»— mm wm^mmymmmmmm a»ai ii-a mmmmmimmm mm mm ay

staffwnters
Cashing in on a 19-hit barrage, the
JMU baseball team raised its slugging
percentage a couple of points,
substituted the non-starters early and
continued to dominate the VMI
Keydets in a 22-0 shutout Tuesday at
Long Field.
JMU, which has won 31 of its last
36 games against VMI, improved its
record to 10-7.
The Dukes had extensive hitting
power including four home runs, two
by Mike Hubbard batting in the
two-slot. Hubbard hit a solo homer in
the first inning to start off a six-run
flurry. He then collected three more
RBIs in the fifth inning when he hit
his second home run, bringing his
season total to three.
"I was seeing the ball well and I've
been hitting it pretty hard," Hubbard
said.
The Dukes continued to dominate the
plate as designated hitter Derek
Hacopian, hitting in the cleanup slot.

slapped a solo home run off a low
curve ball in the second inning. Later
in the game, Gary Campbell hit a
grand slam to give the Dukes a 20-run
cushion with one out in the seventh
inning. JMU now has a total of 15
home runs on the season.
"I've been waiting on the balls and
going with the pitches," Hacopian
said, after batting two for four on the
afternoon. In order to conquer his
recent slump, Hacopian said he
changed his swing and became more
relaxed in the batter's box.
Pitching also was a key factor for the
Dukes, who gave up no runs.
Kevin Woody earned his first
collegiate win with his first start in a
Dukes' uniform, pitching six complete
innings. He gave up only one walk and
two singles. Using a fastball and
working the comers well. Woody was
able to retire the last 11 batters he
faced and he ended his day with five
strikeouts.
"I was getting comfortable," Woody
said, obviously tired from the outing.
DIAMOND DUKES page 19
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SOON!!
Save up to 10-15% on tires
IM

APRIL
S M

T W T F S

Home of the only total wheel
balance center In the Valley.
"Guaranteed lor the life of your tire."
2 WhoolThniatAnghmnd4 KW AHgnmont, AvaHmbto mm km— $24.99

Othmr Smrvktmm: Brmkmm, SuaponmTon, Shocks, Automotive Sound
Shop Hours - *7 Mon.- Fri.

r*"«

7
14
21
28

8 9 10 11 12 13
15 16 17 18 19 20
22 23 24 25 26 27
29 30

8-fc Sat.

VISIT OVER 50
AUTHENTIC
MANUFACTURERS
OUTLETS

Commencement apparel sold
April 1-3
Watch The Breeze for times & place
Announcements now on sale in
the Bookstore 550 each.

Save Up to 70% On These Quality Names

•M if... spacious 4-bedroom

apartments - furnished or
unfurnished, 2 full harhs, full-size
washer and dryer, storage
space on your patio, 2 basketball
courts, and easy access to
campus, shopping and restaurants
weren'tenough...
IK)W we introduce Pat
Newman, our new Manager,
and Ron (ham, our new
Maintenance Supervisor...and
they can introduce you to even more
great reasons.

r •«

Come visit them today.
Find out why so many of your
friends love living at...

Adolfo •Amity •Anne Klein •Banister/Mushroom
Barbizon «Bass Shoe • Benetton • Book Warehouse
Boston Traders • Brassworks • Corning/Revere
Crazy Horse/Russ Toggs »CW Company Store
Dan River •Etienne Aigner •Evan Picone-Gant
Factory Linens • Fashion Flair • Fuller Brush
Generra • Georgetown Leather Design • Gold-N-Silver
Gorham • Head Over Heels «J. Crew Factory Store
Jonathan Logan • Leather Loft • Living Designs
London Fog • Manhattan • Nike • Paper Factory
Perfumania • Petals • Pfaltzgraff -Ribbon Outlet
Royce Hosiery • Ruff Hewn • Silver Sky Jewelry
Skyr Sweater Outlet • Socks Galore • Specials/
exclusively Levi Strauss & Co. Outlet • totes/Sunglass
World "Toy Liquidators »Van Heusen • Wallet Works
Warnaco Outlet Store • West Virginia Fine Glass
- Plus eleven we can't mention The American Deli • The Grill • Clock Cafe

1235-F Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(703)432-1001

Office Hours:
Mon - Fri 10-5
Sat 10-4

HStlbT

ROSS
PntfrsManriv muufnl hv Snnlrr Hum

Local Directions Take 1-81
to WV Exit 13. East on
King St. to Queen St.
Right on Queen St.,
go two blocks

to Stephen
St.

315 West Stephen Street
Martinsfcurg, WV 25401
800-445-3993
Shopping Hours:
Mon., Tue»„ Wed. 10-6
(OUTLET CilN'l'mj) Thurs., Fri., Sat. 10-9
Sun. 11-6
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-433-37761

--PIZIA-

any small
on« item
pizza and
two 16 oz.
drinks

* * * *

99
+tax

'.t-\. Dvtn tOTQtt
V 16 oi. drinks only 50 cents
mmwBmen

. _!■<!■<

""""""43M776J

FOUR STAR
PIZZA

* * * *

99
+tax

$6

any medium j
one item
pizza and
two 16 oz.
drinks

V 16 oi. drfnkJ only SO cents
WMM

•■■vwy wiv

I
H

433-3776 i

fOUl STAR
PIZZA

any large
onaitam

* * * *

W
&£
|
+ tOJ(
drinks
••r~5
V

Dotit foraefz
16 oz. drinks only SO rants

"«3"3776j

FOUR STAR'
PIZZA

($9

any two
big 12 inch
SUDS and
two16oz.
drinks

50

+tax

Choose from: Roast beef, ham and
cheese. Italian, or meatball
P« toopon

, i

433-3776!I
99
+tax

$6

any Large
one item
pizza

V: 16 oz. drinks only SO rants

FOUR SUB
PIZZA

$12
par atawf

433-3776 J
99
+tax

CONTINUED from page 25

According to JMU head coachShefia
Moorman, the Tigers have "a little
more team speed" than the Lady Lions
but do not possess the core of pure
shooters Pcnn State does.
Clemson is led by junior guard
Cheron Wells and 6-4 senior center
Jackie Farmer. Wells poured in 21
points against Providence, while
Farmer netted 20 and snared 19
rebounds.
According to Moqrman, slowing
down Farmer tops the Dukes' list of
priorities.
"Everybody I've talked to in terms of
scouting feels like Farmer is the key to
their team and as she goes they go,"
Moorman said.
Once again JMU is at a disadvantage
in terms of height. In the first two
rounds of the toumey, the Dukes were
outsized in the paint but managed to
outrcbound their opponents. Their
formula for success on the boards is
simple ... use fundamentals and play
with desire.
"Everybody's been boxing out and
Vick (forward Vicki Harris) and I have
really taken it to heart that we really
want to get a lot of rebounds," said
JMU's 5-10 forward Brandy Cruthird.
"So I guess it's not how big you are
but how big you play."
Another reason for JMLTs success in
the NCAAs could be attributed to a

"I think the motto
of this team after
the conference
tournament is to
'just play."'
Kerri Gilmore
JMU point guard

dtEvwy w»g|

"oURSTA
FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

Clemson.

any two
large one
item pizzas
and four
16 oz. drinks

i

change in the team's attitude once the
Dukes received a reprieve from the
NCAA selection committee despite a
second-round exit from the Colonial
Athletic Association tournament.
Since JMU was unceremoniously
bounced from the conference semifinals
by East Carolina, the team has played
with a reckless abandon they felt they
didn't possess when they were the
favorites.
. >
"I think the motto of this team after
the conference tournament is to 'just
play,'" said point guard Kerri Gilmore.
Being the No. 8 seed in a region
with three of its top four seeds in the
semis keeps the Dukes in the classic
"underdog role," a position the team
seems comfortable with.
"You can look back over the last two
years and see that they thrive on the
underdog role," Moorman said. "We
definitely know that from now on
we're the underdogs, period."
Said senior forward Paula Schuler,
"It definitely takes a lot of pressure off

of us ... we can just .go. out there and
play and hot worry."
Clemson will be another tough
hurdle to get over. Despite their 10
losses, the Tigers have beaten some of
the nation's elite, including Atlantic
Coast Conference rivals and
tournament participants University of

"You can look back
over the last two
years and see that
[we] thrive on the
underdog role. We
definitely know that
from now on we're
the underdogs,
period."

JL

Shelia Moorman
JMU head coach
Virginia and North Carolina State.
Clemson pounded the Cavs by 23,
84-61, on March 3 in the ACC
tournament semifinals.
JMU coaches and players alike
realize how dangerous Clemson is,
regardless of its record.
"They've beaten Virginia, they've
beaten N.C. State. They can get up for
a big game and I'm sure they will
perceive this as one," Moorman said.
Gilmore added, "Everybody's good
now, it's the Sweet Sixteen."
The Dukes win over Penn State
placed JMU in the NCAA history
books with the two largest upsets in
the tournament. In JMU's first trip to
the tournament in 1986, the Dukes,
seeded eight in the East Region,
knocked off No. 1-sccd Virginia in a
second round game.
Whofi asked if the Pcnn State upset
was tfiggcr than the victory over the
Cavaliers, Moorman smiled and said,
"No, because that was UVa."
Thursday's 9:30 game will be
televised on Harrisonburg's WHSV
TV-3.
Saturday's
regional
championship game, slated for noon,
will be televised nationally on ESPN.
JMU is 7-4 in NCAA tournament
play and has never lost in its first
game of the tournament (a perfect 5-0
record). And the Dukes are the only
CAA women's team to ever win in an
NCAA tournament game.
The University of Richmond has
gone to the tourney as league
champions the last two years but have
lost in the first round each year — this
year bowing out to George
Washington 73-62 at home.
JMU's game against Pcnn State was
the third lime the Dukes faced the No.l
team in the nation in the NCAA
tournament. JMU played top-ranked
Texas in 1987 and Tennessee in 1988.
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Hose Special $usm*»
}llM/iom M Couponl
Cash or Credit Card (in store purchase only)

Expires 3/23/91

• Delivery available
• Wire services available
• Balloon Bouquets

K

f

JPS^JBSHtlSi §'J&£ SLSL. H3II7?2 ->'
fire you TIRED of being
another (3) in the ©(£\©
to your Landlord???^
Come to...

BUY ONE
1-LB. PKG.

Kahn's Meat or
Beef Corn Dogs

TOWNHOUSES
Vvith only ZU owner'managed
units, you'll get the
PERSONAL PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT SERVICES
yoii deserve... and you'll still get all
the benefits of a large complex
including:
•Pool
•WeyitRoom
•Tennis Court
•RartyRoom
...and More!!

Model Open (Unit 1211)
Tues. - Friday 3-6
or by appointment
B

a
U

□ □

Rt.33

I

high's

Madison Manor

Ibwnhoues
Old Furnace Rd.

Ati

I

OK*

• 4 Bedroom
• Furnished
• 21/2 Baths
• 91/2 & 12 mo. leases
•$175-$200/mo
• Pets Accepted
• City Bus Service
• Water, Sewer, Trash included
• Roommate Locating Service

call 433*7062 or come by NOW
MN Partnership 1211 Old Furnace Rd.

GET ONE

FREE!

NONRETURNABLE BOTTLE,
CAFFEINE FREE DIET PEPSI,
CAFFEINE FRE PEPSI,

Diet Pepsi
or Pepsi Cola
2-Liter

"IN THE DAIRY CASE"

Light n' Lively
l^gSI
100 Calorie Yogurt *<* FREE!
Cheddar Cheese
l^Sm
2
Guppies
V^ FREE!
Kroger
g£gg
Tortilla Chips
: 8<* FREE!
IN THE DELI-PASTRY SHOPPE

Aqua-fresh
Toothpaste

$1 59
™£ A

6
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mil home events in bold
Thursday
Women's basketball at NCAA East Region
Tournament [The Palestra, Philadelphia, Pa.], #4
Clemson vs. #8 James Madison, 9:30 p.m; #2N.C.
State vs. #3 Connecticut, 7 p.m.
Women's lacrosee vs. Delaware, 3 p.m.
Men's tennis at Viginia Commonwealth
[Richmond], 3 p.m.

BHai

Men's tennis at East Carolina [Greenville, N.C.],
2 p.m.
Saturday
Baseball vs. George Mason, 1 p.m.
Women's basketball, NCAA East Region
Tournament Finals [The Palestra, Philadelphia, Pa.],
noon.
Men's golf at Navy Invitational
Women's gymnastics at ECAC Championships
[Pittsburgh. Pa.]. 7 p.m.
Men's tennis vs. UNCW, 9 a.m.; vs. William and
Mary, 2 p.m. [at Greenville. N.C.]
Sunday
Baseball vs. George Mason, 1 p.m.
Men's golf at Navy Invitational
Men's gymnastics, Virginia State Championships
[Radford], Team Competition 11 a.m.. Individual
Finals 5 p.m.
Women's Lacrosse vs. Old Dominion, 1
p.m.'

-This has definitely helped me."
Woody's record is now 1-1, the loss having come
in an earlier relief appearance. Freshman Corey
Refiner entered in the seventh inning to earn his first
save of the season.
"Kevin Woody pitched very well," coach Ray
Hcaiwolc said. "And we hit the baseball."
The Dukes had 19 hits Tuesday. But, in the last
four away games JMU only had a total of 28 hits.
The Dukes took advantage of VMI freshman
pitcher Chris Graham, who took the loss and gave
up five walks, all three home runs and 12 earned
runs.
VMI relieved Graham in the seventh inning with
freshman Mark Hazlewood. Sophomore Billy Strain
took the mound in the eighth inning.
"They are very young," Heatwole said of VMI. Of

the 30 players on the roster, 21 were either freshmen
or sophomores.
Substitution quickly became the name of the game
as Heatwole sent five new players to replace starters
in the fifth inning. No starters were left in the
line-up at the c..u of the game.
The Duke defense was strong throughout, turning
two double plays. The first was a classic 6-4-3 from
shortstop Kevin Sisk to second baseman Rob
Mummau to Pat Kcllcy at first. Kelley totaled 27
put outs for the game. The second double play was
in the eighth inning and went 1-5-3 from relief
pitcher Corey Reffner to reserve third baseman Whit
Babcock.who hummed it across the diamond to
utility man Gary Campbell.
The Dukes took on Virginia in Charlottesville
yesterday. They will host George Mason this
weekend with 1 p.m. games both Saturday and
Sunday.

r

Schwinn Airodyne Bicycle and a
Pro-Gym Weight Machine. CHECK IT
OUT! Hours are from 4-8 p.m. Sunday
through Thursday; and 2-5 p.m. on
Saturday.
FOR OTHER OPERATIONAL
HOURS AND A COMPLETE
SCHEDULE OF ALL RECREATIONAL
ACTIVITIES, PICK UP SCHEDULE
CARDS IN GODWIN 213.

TRACK AND FIELD—
Sign-ups will be on March 24 in Godwin Gym
from 12:30-1:15 p.m. Play will commence
immediately following sign-ups.
SKATENIGHT—
Tonight from 7:30-10 p.m. at Skatetown
U.S.A. It is free with your current JMU Access
card and skate rentals are just $1.
Logan Fitness Center is now open.
This is a co-ed facility that houses two
I.ifecyIcles, one Lifestep, and one

FOR UP TO DATE INFO, CALL
THE REC HOTLINE AT x7300.
^ *

War Again?
Conspiracy, Confrontation
and Conflict in the Middle
East: The Coming War With
Russia Over Energy.
Col. Myrl Allinder, Jr.
USMC-Ret.

THE EDDY ADCOCK BAND

THURSDAY

(PROGRESSIVE BLUE CRASS) $7

FRIDAY

MIKEMULVANEY $1

SATURDAY

BEN ARTHUR, JANICE OROURCKE
& STEVE CILMAN $2

MONDAY

OPEN STAGE

TUESDAY

ACOUSTIC MUSI
TACO SPECIALS

WEDNESDAY

NINE PARTS WATER

S&

Cool Music ALL
Week Long at...
1

Sunday, March 24 - 6:00 p.m.
Harrison A-205

Col. Allinder is a veteran of 375 combat missions as a Marine Aviator. He
has been awarded the Legion of Merit, Bronze Star and 22 different air medals.
He served as the Chief of Plans, Joint Development Agency, Joint Chiefs of
Staff and as Assistant Chief of Staff, US. Readiness Command.
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.HOURS•
Sun-Wed: 11-1
Thurs-Sau 11-2

25 W. WATER STREET

S64-OQ77
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Daffodil
Days

AMERICAN
CANCER.
\SOCIETY*

First flower of spring, the flower of hope
r

We're
Concerned
About
Yesterday's
News

Jesus Awareness
Week
1991
He's either real or ridiculous.
You decide.

Jesus Awareness Week ~ March 24-29
You read the
newspaper for the
latest news today.
But the paper news is
printed on can and
should be used
again. Last year, more
than one third of all
U.S. newsprint was
recycled. And that
number is growing
every day. Recycling
is the one way we can
all give something
back. Consult your
local yellow pages
for the nearest
recycling agency.

Sunday. March 24
# Col. Myrl Allinder. USMC-Ret. "Conspiracy, Confrontation, and
Conflict in the Middle East: The Coming War With Russia Over
Energy." Harrison A-205. 6:00 p.m.
Monday. March 25
# Worship & Prayer. Harrison Annex B-206. 6:30 a.m.
# FREE Donuts and Orange Juice. Lobbies of Miller, Harrison & Keezell.
Morning.
Tuesday. March 26
# Worship & Prayer. Harrison Annex B-206. 6:30 a.m.
# John Cavari. "Evangelism In The 90's." Grace Campus Ministries Student
Meeting, Jackson 103. 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday. March 27
# Worship & Prayer. Harrison Annex B-206. 6:30 a.m.
Thursday. March 28
# Worship & Prayer. Harrison Annex B-206. 6:30 a.m.
# FREE Donuts and Orange Juice. Lobbies of Miller, Harrison & Keezell.
Morning.
# Phil Smuland, "The Cross." Campus Crusade for Christ Student Meeting,
Harrison A-206. 8:00 p.m.

Friday. March 19

# Worship & Prayer. Harrison Annex B-206. 6:30 a.m.
# Lamb of God: An Easter Musical Drama. Grace Covenant Church in
Harrisonburg, 7:00 p.m. [Two miles from campus. Rt. 11 (Main St.) south. Right
onto Covenant Drive at 1-81 and Rt. 11 Interchange. Church is on the left.]
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Tennis

CONTINUED fnmpage 25

ITYPH/THE BREEZE

Steve Secord was OM of only two Dukes to poet a singes win Tuesday.

Tuesday was only the third time
Rosenblatt and Samuel have played
together and their record is 3-0.
"Jamie and Harris have just been
playing some smart tennis and coming
through with some tough returns,"
first-year coach Wittman said. "Today
was a very tough match, and they hung
in there on the tough points, and that's
how they won."
Hampton coach Richard Screen was
impressed with the Dukes performance
as well. "This is one of the most solid
JMU teams I've seen," he said. "JMU
is more solid one through six than I've
seen in a long time."
Although Hampton is a Division II
school, they are a very talented one.
They won the Division II National
Championship in 1989 and were 7-1
going into Tuesday's match.
"My freshman and sophomore year
we lost to them 8-1 and 7-2," JMU
senior Marc Brix said. "So it's
definitely a good win."
The Dukes did not face Hampton last
year.
At the No. 2 doubles spot, the team
of senior Matt Goetz and freshman
Sean White cruised by Hampton's
Glynne James and Paulo Alipio, 6-4,
6-2. Goetz and White have have had
limited experience as doubles partners
as well and Wittman has been pleased
T;::-:

/'M\ HRSITX'

-

with their progress.
"I think Matt and Sean are really
playing well together," Wittman said.
"They're both powerful players and
ihey're feeding off each other's power."
Brix and fellow senior Steve Secord
began the comeback by taking
Hampton's Marco Azevedo and Elson
Caniuaria, 6-2, 7-5 in No. 1 doubles.
Brix and Secord have dropped only one
match this year (to UNC-Charlotte)
and have been ranked in the nation's
top 20.
Secord at No. 3 and Samuel at six
were JMU's only singles winners on
the day. Secord defeated James, 6-2,
5-7,6-4, and Samuel had an easy time
with Abrams, beating him 7-6,6-1.
"A win like this is good because
everybody contributed at least one
point," Secord said. "That's a good
feeling."
JMU will need to carry some of the
momentum they picked up from the
Hampton win into today's match at
Virginia Commonwealth. The Rams,
who JMU has had an easy time with in
recent years, have a new coach who has
brought in a core of talented players.
"Put it this way," Brix said. "A year
and a half ago a friend of mine
transferee! there, and they told him he
was going to play No. 1. Now he's
playing seven. All their players came
in last year."
j-jjwjj£jjj££

A WELL ESTABLISHED
STUDENT COMMUNITY!

The Place to Be!

3 and 4 bedroom condos with 2 full baths
(available furnished or unfurnished)

Just a 4 block walk to campus,
University Place offers
&*t
convenience at
economical rent rates!

NOW
OFFERING
NEW PUBLIC
TRANSIT
SCHEDULES
TO HELP YOU
GET TO
CAMPUS.

•
•
•
•
•

_-

ALL CONDOS INCLUDE:
Patio or deck
Deadbolts, doorviewers and smoke defectors
Range, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer and dryer
Living room & bedrooms pre-wired for telephone and cable
Electric heat pump for energy efficient heating and air conditioning

434-1876

u

cBetkeky *» Better

Realty. Inc ofHarnsonburg I

four Guide T<

1373 S. Main St.

■ ■.

.'.. -99 — >.
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DJR

Mole Hill Bikes

OPEN HOUSE
March 21-23

66 East Market Street Harrisonburg, Va.

9am to 6pm

Register To Win Door Prizes!
Specials On All Bikes in Stock
1990 Models at Close Out Prices
Krypto Locks Just $17.95
10% OFF All Accessories
Come check out our Big Selection
of ^ GIANT Bikes at a

3-2$* I
One stop shopping ior my occasion, m group or individual
DJR's Custom Imprints 66 E Market Street
Harrisonburg, VA
Next to Wheat First Securities and across from George's.

...the store with more...
Screen Printing, Embroidery, Sportswear, Greek-wear, Custom Lettering, and More...

(703) 564-0555

Reasonable Price
R*frt*lmu(Cs

564-0555

Re,jjre*ktKe,Kte

Mon. thru Fri. 11 anv-bpm
Sat.... 11am-4pm

with this
Get 10% Ctf Sportswear in the store,
coupon... CM? any order placed before 3/23/1991,

&fi*6t&*<&(£f

Offer valid with coupon ONLY. Not valid with other offers.
33 west from H.burg 4 mile left on 734 1 ml. 867-5486
mm

Nothing Else
Comes Close!
Ito

The Best Deal Going.
Get one NOW!

mmMmm

Hunters Ridge Townhomes
offer students flexibility in living
arrangements never before offered.
Our unique "Lock out" design allows
each student the maximum in
privacy. You can sign individual
leases! A limited number of new
units available.
Does the competition offer:
• Monthly cleaning service
• Basketball and sand volleyball
courts
• Full size washer and dryer
• A Housing Scholarship Program
Off Campus Housing Open House
Today! 12 noon until 4 p.m.
Stop by and see our floorplans.

HUNTERS RIDGE MANAGEMENT • 715 Port Republic Road • Harrisonburg, VA 22801 • (703) 434-5150
MMMHHIIHanaNNHHM
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C ALVM & HOBOES/Bill Watterson
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^WEU. IO0K.AT -tou.'
DONT K>J IOC*.
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XE5, I BELIEVE H THE
IMPORTANCE OF GOOD
G«»MlHG-.

V

I/Gary Larson
SPEAWMG OF

VM\CH, IT) BETTER
GET \N THE TUB
\F I YJAN.VTO
BE. IN BED OH
TIME.

JUST YHW f\KE
tWUPTOp
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MB TOWEL \S
WW& TO DRV
TVE TOOTHPASTE
CAP \S ON.'
THEKES NO
MESS WIVWtfiE.'

mt) 10URE WOOD 1CU CVfiX
ALREADY
CNER MN HOMEIN BED ?* WORK TONIGHT
SO I CAM
CORRECT ANN
M\STAK£S \N
THE MORNING
BERfit SCHOOL?
THAWS, MoM.

—^

I LIKE TO
GETUPEARLN
SOTHEMORNANG
ISNT RUSHED

"No, no, no!... That regular rock! Me need Phillips!

<

AND W\TH TOE EXTRA TIME, I'M BRACING VWSELF FOR
I CAM RENEW W ASSIGNMENTS YWEN THE OTHER SHOE PROPS
AND BE BETTER PREPARED
DONT GET UP.
R*. CLASS.
IU
fix Ml OWN
/
BREAKFAST.
DO WE HAVE
AMI PRUNES?

"Ware In luck, Zortco!

SCUZ/BobWhisonant
T* AFRAID T HAV5 SOME
840 hJEUiS ANO (JOK5E AJEUS
figoUT OKToLfc
V

^ ui ami ue mm

r
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OUR OPEAJEK"
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FOR RENT
4 BR, 2 Bath Condo - UoJversly Place. W/D.
range, dishwasher, micfowave, relrigeralix.
turnished Available Aug. 1,1981. Cal (703)
594-2277.

JMU Off-Campus Student Housing - New
Hunters Ridge end unl townhouse. $215/mo.
rental, living - dining rooms lumished, cal
collect (804) 340-8993 tor detail
Sublet May - July - 2 rooms, Colege
Station, lemales. 433-0313. Dara or Christie.

College Station - 4 students, luHy lumtehed,
4 BR, AC. W/D, dishwasher. $200/rno.
(703)250-7137

New Duplex - 4 BRs, 2 baths, W/D included.
Good location. 434-7956 alter 430 pm.

University Cowl Twmeouea - 3 BR. pool,
W/D. walk to class, available now thru August
Reduced 1801433-2221

Want your own room with privacy?
C<xr» to Otto Mai Vlage!

University Court
Beautifully furnished 4 BR
townhouse for women.
Pool, deck, AC, walking distance.
Available August. Great rent
x6491,9amto5pm.
ML View Drive TownkoiM - 5 bfls,
lumished. walking drstance, $19<ymo. eech.1
year lease (8/91 - 6792), W/D, (703)
450-5008.
Mm Hoot* For Group 011 - Or 2 groups
at 4. Upstairs has 4 BRs, kscnen t baft.
Downstairs has 4 BRs. Uchen. bath 1 living
room. 1145/person * equal share d utMss.
August to August toss*. Close to downtown.
Lease* deposit. 433-1873
New, Furnished, 2 BR Apt - $225/mo.
each. Cal Amy, 4334365. Sublet 1 or 2 BR
a) or part ol summer. $l50/mo. each.
Next To Arrthony-Seeger - Duke Garden
Apts. Fury lumished lor 3,4 or 5. Same price,
$750Vmo. Has deck. W/D. microwave, 2-1/2
baths. Cal Barry Funkhoussr 8 Associates.
434 2400

SSSShhhhh
ITs the quiet apt community.

PARK APTS.
- Great acrxrnodations for a quiet study
enviromenl:
-Computer lab
-Free storage
- Our uSrry package is one of tie best
Soooo much more at Park.

433-2621
EHO

University Ptsee - 3 BRs. 2 baths, Uchen
appiances, W/D. unfurnished, water, sewer
turnished. $185 a $210 private bath. Lease
6/1/91 to 5731/82. Unities $20 each. 433-8822

Okie Mil Village
Wo have 4 BR units with 2 baths
available. Each unit has microwave,
DW, tua-size WAD, disposal & large
utitty room with plenty of storage. We
are only located 4 short blocks from
campus* we offer bus service to
campus. Cal Stela at Berkeley
Realty, Inc. at 434-1876 to see a unit
today &boecome part of thew Okie
MI Vlage gangl
Apt. SubW - 2 BR 1 oa*. furnished, pool.
clubhouse, on bus route. Avabbki May 1 to
July 31.564-1257
Sublet May - August
Ode Ml Vlage.
Rertwgoaable. 433-2970, Amy.
— 1 BR, furnished
townhouse. Female, non-smoker. $21(¥mo.
Tat 564-1866.

Last Opportunity to live in
your favorite community
Forest Hils Townhouse
on Vilage Lane.
Only Heft. Available June 1st.
433-0796
— 1 room, CM
accommodate 2 people. Carnpbel St. Cal
ktary at x4raPitoi negotiable.
Female Rooaawto Needed - May. summer.
Pnvato room* bath. 10rrin.walt to campus.
Great roommates, rent negohabkt. Cal
Robyn. 434-7281.
2 Townhouse* In UnWerswy Caul Available May 31 tor -91-92 school year. Each
has 3 BRs, W/D t are side by side. Short
wak to bus stop & class. Cal Chris,
43*6880,
■
Frankon St Sublet- May Aug. 11. Single
spacious apt. lot responsible tenant. Partialy
furnished, great location. Cal Marcy,
433-8832. Prtoerwgotiable.

Well Kept Condo

Hewklu 8 Norwood Condos-Extra large 4
BRs, 2 baths, completely turnished, kitchen
applances, microwave. W/D, water, sewer
tree. $185 each. Utilities average $20 each.
Economical lease 6 mo.. 9 mo., 1 year.
433-8822

Available Sept 1
3 BR, 2 bath, close to campus
Water, sewer & rash collection included
in rent
$140-180
For details call 434-6866.

Hunters Ridge - 2 BRs, turnished. water,
sewer tree. Need 4 persons. $150 each.
UtMies $20 each. Lease 671/91 to 5/31/82.
433-8822

Apts. - Location, walk to classes. 1 block
trom JMU. Living room, kitchen wlh
appliances, 1 BR with 2 closets, carpeted,
laundry laciities. storage, private parking.
$320/mo.. limit 2 people. Tenant pays utilities.
No pets- Available June 1. 1991. 434-7373.
alter 6 pm 867-9393.

Madison Square
3 BR, 2-1/2 bath, available June 1

College Station
4 BR, 2 bath, available Aug. 1
Both lumished, WA0, individual yr. lease
walking distance to campus
434-3397 or x6280

Hunters Ridge Townhouse - Not the
ordinary. 3 BRs, 2 living rooms, kitchen,
Smokehouse furniture, all appliances. $225
each. Cal LeOhu Tynes evenings, 433-1333.

Sublet Summer - 1 room available Hunters
Ridge. Valerie, 584-1656.

Cheep! Universly Place, own room, walk
JMU, only $175. Furnished, new paint/carpel,
microwave, dishwasher, W/D, MTF, Brad.
(703) 378-1722 collect

Single Female - Private apt in tarnfy home.
Close to campus. No smokers, no pets. $300.
434-4516

"A

Wf

June 1 - Aug. 31, 1991 - 1 BR University
Place. $140/rro. negotiable. W/D, microwave.
turnished. Must rent Cal Carolyn 564-147ft
Luxury 3 BR Townhouse - Meadowlark Dr.
August. $675/mo. 434-4108

4 BR Condo - Furnished, W/D. microwave,
TV, desks, dishes. Individual leases.
$200/mo. Available 8/16/91. Call 434-3109
after 5 pm.
Sublease May 8 Summer - Discounted,
furnished, 5-min. walk to campus. Campus
Condos, $175. Call Kristi. 56*0757.

House Above HHskfe Dorm - Plenty of
parking. 433-2126 after 5 pm.
Super Location/Greet Price - Cal Mm,
433-3528 about University Place.
Sublet Olde Mill - 4 BR apt. 1 lor summer, 3
tor "May & summer. Females only. Cal
434-0270.

Coaege Skrton - Reduced to $75.900.4 BR.
2 baft, futy lumished Heat pump. Lease or
purchaseToevon Lane. $62.500,3 BR, 1-1/2
bath, central a*, lease or puiehase. University
Place $62 900,3 BR, 2 bath condo. Hess &
Meter.' toe, 434-7383. Wteam Rk* Mattz.
4338607.
\

Swim haaructors - May, June. Juky, current
cerWcation. 433-1009 or x6S28.

KI Mate - Admission $1. toga party tool
Saturday nioht, 4 pm to ctose.

Kbn-smoking lernaies tor Hunters
Ridge Townhouse. Cal LadL 4340264.

College Station A University Place
$$$« Discount teases available
now for 1991-92 term. 3 stories, 4
BRs, luly furnished,(W/t) induM).
Ideal location within blocks of JMU.
Groups of 4 or 5. For more info.,
please cal 432-6541 after 5pm.

2 Fematos To Stem House - Next to
campus, starting August $l7u*turJent, share
electric. Year lease. Deposit Wl consider
pet. 433-1010.

dose To Campus - Townhouse* tor 3 or 4
students. 2-1/2 baths, furnished & appliances,
private parking. 432-1276 days. Act nowl
1 Bedroom Apartment
(Quiet, Kb Parties)
Month to Month Lease
$315 (Ask About our Wftter Specials)
Dutohmi Court (4 Blocks to JMU)

434-2100
University Place-4 BRs, 2 baths,lumished,
kichen applances, WHO. water, teaor
lurnshed $185 each. Also haw avaiable 4
BRs, 2 bafts, unfurnished $185 each. Lease
6/1/91 to MI/feUlMtei 120 oath.43»8622
Townhouse - 3 BR. 1-1/2 be*. M
eppiances included, W/O, A/C, deck PortRd.

7yttemc^>r^|48&3paopte2a»<472

Sublet May * Sueamer - Hunters Ridge
townhouse. 1-4 room avesaWe. Furnished.
$175/mo. Mark, 55+0071.
For 1
CtwpbolSL CM Lfc 564-1509.
Greet 5 BR House - Ctose to campus. W/D,
del-washer, big yard, porch with swing.
PtrietetumeftedAijo^ lease. 2348317
4 BR, 2 tMk Dupta - 2 blocks JMU.
ligtVfjerson.uMlies. 433-1109

Only 2 Remaining 5 BR Apts.,
fuly furnished, 5 minutes from
campus on S. Main St.,
personally managed by owner.
Call after 6 pm for appL
434-3509
431 Cat ill - S BR house available in
August $750>mo. 434-4106
May/Surwxur - 4 BR. block trom campus
behind Mason. 434-2935
IwwBuaiam Sublat - 3 rooms available
Campus Condos, Cindy 43*4126.
Nigs Head, NC - Aflordabie, attractive, new
houses. C/A, W/D. luly furnished 1 sleeps 7.
$1.375m». 1 sleeps 9, $1,650/mo. May
through
August
(804)850-1532
or
(919)441-8701 (Nags Head).
Exceosnt Location - Right price. 4 BR
unfurnished basement apt. 10 minute walk
trom campus on S. Main St $125/mo. Call
after Bpm lor appt. 434-3509

FOR SALE
1978 VW Rabbit - Cheap, reliable
transportation. Good mechanical condition.
$500. Cal 828-4464.
KE Male - Adrrssston $1. toga party tool
Saturday nigri. 4 pm to close.
Must Sea" - Datsun B210, 1980. tuns weH.
Best oner, X7492.
Furniture - Table, sota/toveseat set. futon.
kwoaoat Prices cheap. 434-2936
Suzuki GS550E Sport Bio - Very dean.
$800. Cal Kefch. 584-0860.
Law Hew Furniture - Solas, chairs, tables 8
more. Reasonable prices. 434-3261
Mountain Be* Wheeia - Deore hubs, Araya
rrnsRItrJry tires. $100.432-0355
Gate 18-Speed Mountoln Bfee - $100 obo.
Alison. X4810.

Ensoniq Etectonk Keyboard WMh Stand
Sampled sounds ol brass, piano, organ, string
+ hundreds el Synth sounds. MU A
programmable CM 280-9404 I leave

1M7 MaaM Santa - 5 spaed. AM/FM
cossets. FVatf teas, eweient condition.
$2,450 negottabbi. Contact Rues Fart,
433-760S.
■
Ho** Scooter - 1987 EMe. bfc/ppl. $350.
Chris. 433*853.

HELP WANTED
Oversees Jobs - $9002.000 mo. Summer,
yeer round, al countries, al fields. Free into.
WrteUC.PO Box 52-VA04. Corona Del Mar.
ftAoaax

Cruis* Ship Jobs
Hiring men, women, summorAr. round.
Photopraphers. tour guides, recreation
persorWFjicesenlpay + free travel.
Canbbeen, Hawai, Bahamas, South
Pacific, Mexico. Cal Nowl Cal
refundable. (20$)736-7000 oatMOJC.
WKh outdoor
Ckelengtog
ton. salary I rconvboard in camps tor
dsabtod persona. Need note/tomato camp
counselors. Meguards ft spedotets in tood
service, canoeing i carrying/nature. In
beautiful Blue Ridge Mountains or near
Virginia's East Coast Great experience tor
any future career! Training provided Apply
ASAP to Camp Easier Sate, Bat 5498.
Roanoke. VA 24012. (800) 385-1656
We Need SeV-Mottvatod Students - Earn
up to $10mr. Market erect cards on campus.
Ftodbkt hours. Only 10 positions available.
Cal now (BOO) 9508472 ext 20.

Word Processing 8
service. Campus. Diane, X40O0.

- 24 hr.

WANTED

Wanted - Female to sublet summer. Price
negotiable Cal Elena, 433-4041.

PERSONALS
Don! Oateorate Easier - Unti you know
why.JsswAtojtonaosWoofcftMar.2MO.
AXP - Soturday night wl be extraordftarty
groovy. We are so psyched! Love. The Sisters
ofZoteTauAkfta.
JeO-Welyousatoyou^neverreceweda
persoralsolterelo.Triartetorfte5ft.il
was ton, bin, soars yea. T-bear.
A4>- Lefs get psyched tor Format
Al AgeatDont stop II ywrVe seen Ful Stop.
AXP ■vassal Dowses nateW - Ttei Fit,
MK.22.tsYDoVlte|ateiliiiMiiplaaaa.$2.
m, nK, ZTA - Sure as a shamrock, wo
had a great Urns on Saturday. Thanks. Love.

AC

—

Free - To a good home. 1-1/2 yr. old
chocolate
dobermen;
8
mo.
old
uataoVoatovor mix. Beth triendry 8 lovable.
Cal Katie, X5339.

We came, we saw, we openned..
& now we're rockjn'!

Midway Deli
Home of the stormin' Norman,
Midway Mammoth & many more,
very good, very large hogies.
Fast free delivery
(not just food)

Midway Deli
433-6900
A JMU Tradition
(established 6 days ago)
Psi CM - Come hear Dr. Carrier speak the
21st, WCC.

Easy Work! Excellent Peyt Assemble
products at home. Call lor irso. (504)641 -8003
0x1411.
__:

"We're More Popular Then Jesus Christ"
John Lennon. Jesus Awareness Week, next

AAA - Fun working environment in expanding
telemarketing firm Ftaubto hours, Hourly +
excellent comrtteton tor motivated &
enthusiastic peoplel 432-8283

Honor Council - Is accepting appkations tor
investigaiors tor '91-92. They can be picked
upinroomG-5E,WCC.

SERVICES
National DJ Connection - 100% music
entertainmenll JMU group rates. 4330390
Word, Word, Words - Professional resumes,
rnanuscripts, etc. Laser printed. 234-8023
Word Processing Of Student Papers,
reports, resumes. Judy Shaw, 828-1748.
Heed Alterations, Repeat Or Outfas Mede
toll? Cal 432-0038.

Is Your Carpet Dirty?
Cal the Steam Cleaners
CaHx4136orx7619
Will be done Mar. 23.
It is fast, convenient &
inexpensive!
.
Horizon Sure Tan - It your prctesstonal
tanning center. Phone 434-1812 or stop by
1108 Reservoir St.
Hunter • Jumper Stable - Lessons,
boarting, showing. Large Moor ring. 7 rritos
east of JMU. MM Creek Farm. 234-9781.

1398L - Thanks for being such great worries!
Love, Linda.

Johnnies Heritage
Tonight
Belle Meade
$3
TlTinkitover
Canvas Earth Begsl Avaiable in the
Commuter Student lounge. WCC basement 1
tor$3.2lor$5.
Ful Stop -Original Reggae.
Student Hakcut Specials - Appti, walk-ins.
VaBoy Plaza HaJrcutters, 434-5263.
Heading For Europe This Summer? Jet
there anytime wlh Attach* tor $1601
Reported in NY Times & Lefs Gol. AirhiJch«
(212)864-2000.
Come Hear Progressive Rock - With
Chinese Firedtil at AXP this Fri.. Mar. 22.
BYOB,$l
^^^__
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ParachuUng Club Meting - Open to
anyone interested. Thursday. • pm. Go**
208.
U\ - Thanks toe having us. AT, IIK. thanks
tor being there. II vu awesome! Love, the
Total.

UX~ Great job at Monday night toccw

Hey JMUI riab support AXQ Cloon Up
HwgeriHcmebMenessl

ft Worse FcrTtelanaeEaet-Hear Myrl
AM* this Sunday night. S pm. Mw
A-205.

Byrd - Adnwttrabvo vice
PSPhtosUfafcPJrtsCsstwej,

The Music Industry Assocation
of
James Madison Unversily

Vote Kim Graham!
SGA President
Mar. 26
The Commons

Proudly Presents

FULL STOP
Sun., Mar. 24
8pm
PC Ballroom

Donl MM M HflM Career Day. tomorrow
Iran 3 -5 pm in Sooner Hal. Rnd out about
the hosptaity Industry Iran thou In ho
jodwtry.

EAE - We warmh/ congratuWe you on your

FhodrBi - Fri., Mar. 22 at AXP.

ByOB,noghmt3.
KZ Broker Auctton 1 Tege Party Saturday night, 4 pm - doss. Storing starts it
6:30pralCeepNrnfor24hrs.Adnwion$1.

Bstharo.

eotonizationl Love, IX.
A Bobriod Thank You - To the girl who
helped me with my car al the start of spring
break. Mauret
Ful Stop-K: Bafcoom, Mar. 24,8 pm. $2.

Palm Sunday Worship
Christians of all traditions

Speaker on
Hydro-Quebec
sponsored by EARTH
Thursday, 5 pm,
HAB204
Jesus Gets A Week - Jesus Awareness
Week. Mar. 25 -30.

welcome
Sunday, 11 am

AT - Wiehee TTJC4> good luck win PUSH

Valley Rom, WCC

Peal Bel The we shea d Tl You've Seen
Ful Stop - 8m, Mar. 24,8 pm. PC Bafcoom.
S2.
r^8top-PCBsajoom.M«r.24.»pm.$2.

Players
Thursday Ladies Night
laAQvBfArimiltfld
DJ&Dancing
9pm-2am
All ladsw tree, men only S2
Enter The Graduation Speech Competitionl
Pick up aopications today In the SGA Office.
Speeches are due on Wed. Mar. 27.
Loving Couple Dashes To Adopt - An
Want to bin our farmry. I you are pregnant S
considering placing your baby tor adoption,
please cal Diana or Paler, colect at (703)
3384611.

Last Call
VA Tech's
Battle of the BanrJs Winner
Progressive Music
Saturday at X*
$2/BYOB
Tha t bfcheao - My favorte chiquluM.
Cotigratt on you engagement Warts.
Jesus Awareneee Week- Next week
FufStop-PCBafcoorn.Mar.24,8prn.er

Vote Mskmls Byrd - Administrative Vice
PraaMont Mar. 28, The Commons.

AIA. XX, Xt> - Must be the kick tf the
Irish! We had a Wast celebrating St Paddys
Dayiac

The Brothers Of OXO- Thanks T\IB tor a
great penid
TheUllreato On-Campus Party -FulStop.
Sun., Mar. 24,8 pm, PC Bafcoom. $2.
Don! Mies II HRM Career Day. tomorrow
from 3 -5 pm in Sooner Hal. Find out the
industry hom those in the induatry.

~"Vtoi

Studying le Serious Buskwoo - Al Part
Apts we oner you a good quiet study
erivironrnent Ask about our Ut% Package

*■

Bi—Ortt ill Wft

President. Mi.» The Comrri

Hippy B*1MtyT>W Bobys - Just aimsT

- For AomHakslMi Vtoa
Presided. Gldideirperiencewwlong for you.
Vote Tuee., Mar. 26.

Beg The Books, Feel The Heed Ful Stop,
PC Bafcoom, Sun., Mar. 23,8 pm, $2.

Abrazos, Dwn.

Wl We FigM Russia Om OB? Hear Col
Myrl ABndsr. Mi Sunday night 6 pm.
Harrison A-205.

Not Ites^AoswnaseWoofc- Not church
awareness week. Jesus Awarensai Weak,
next weak.

AoopUon - loving couple unable to have a
chU. wiehee to adopt a baby. Please cat
Bath I Jvncoleet,f703) 386-1832.

I*E Presents Robbie Sheetfer - Friday
nlght.t2.BYCe.
X«) KMMppera - Yea wo won. We weren't
fating wafl, but ravtoga it SMftM ft payback
is hefl Diane. Mm. Lee. Noode. Staph.
Jam hi London - We ma* youl Have funl
Love.Unda.

XIX. KZ, J»E - Thanks tor sham-rockJrf
with us at Makoaal Wo had a groat time.
Low, AIT.

Congratulations
from the Staff at
Ute Nile Aerobics
to the women's basketball team
on their victory over Perm State.
Good tuck against Clemson.

IfsBack...

FREE
Domino's pizza
&

Live classic rock
from Totally Tony
Friday 3-7 pm

BELLE MEADE
AXA Sponsor
£*E Presents Robbie Shaeffer - Back from
his west coast tour. Friday night, $2, BYOB.
no glass bottles please.
Vote MM Dunham - For JSSSSSi
Vice President. Mar. 26. The best
Administrative Vice President JMU could ask

Hang Gliding
Parasailing, windsurfing & more.
Nags Head, NC
Outing Club
Call Mike, 433-7395
Adoption - Happily married chidess couple
with large loving extended family. Strong
lamiy values A financial security. Seeking
happy healthy while or bi-radal baby. Cal us
coned. Mchaal 8 Karen. (202)688-1134.
SSSSkhhh - Sometimes you have to have
quiet to colect your thoughts. Al Park Apt*,
we want to hob you achieve that goal. Ask
about our computer tab & tree storage.
433-2621, EHO.
niCO) - Good kick wan PUSH. Love, EEE.

Protestant Worship
Christians of all traditions
welcome.
Sunday 11 am,
Valley Room, WCC
DJ Servloe - Custom sound systems tor al
occastona. Pete. 14208.
Adoption - Open hearts, empty nursery.
Happily married couple wishes vary much to
adopt while Hart We w4 give your baby a
warm loving home wth strong family values &
financial security. Let us make this cMcut
tirne ease* lor you. Cal coted (804)452-2082

Players
50$ Friday Hungry Hour
50e Fries, 50$ Orion Rings,
50C Ciro's Pizza Slices
5-9pm
No Cover.
K. E. Kknsey - You are al I could ever ask
tor tmow.rtongrson 143. Brian.
Oats - Bikini weather is coming soon. Lot us
help you got In shape. Late Nla Aerobics,
your exordia aternaave. 4338782
AXQ - Keep up the groat work wth Gnat
Hunger Ctoan-upl
Catch The Aabury BSB Bus - At
Godwin on Sunday. 1030 am.
Ton. - Happy late birthday! HoWs your loot?
Hang in there! Here's your personal) We're
thinking about youl Kim, Lee. Noode.
Bihtord - Hdy subnalionsl Love. Da. 8 Dishy.
Congrats - Tricta. Kathy. Susan 4 Eval We
love you. AET.

SPRING FORMALS
MAN

1/2 PRICED
>-

434-8053

M?;H

MON.TUES.WED &. SAT
10-5 PM
THURS
ANDFRIDAY10-9PM

*WMes«Mouse\
OTUXEDO COMER
MASTERCARD/VISA
WELCOME
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"TWOGOOD
TO BE IMF DEAL
2 MEDIUM PIZZAS EACH $
WITH 2 TOPPINGS FOR ONIY

.-*>A

099

GREAT PIZZA ANY \W YOU SLICE TI
NO COUPON NEEDED
NOT GOOD WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXTRA CHEESE AND EXTRA TOPPINGS ARE AVAILABLE
-4

NOW OPEN
FOR LUNCH

31 Miller Circle

433-2300
1

PTZZAPANIC""
*]/ \j • ^ J plus lax
Gel a medium hand lossed pizza wiih one
lopping of your choice plus two 16-oz. bottles
of Coca Cola" classic or diet Coke"
&

Hunger Fighter
«J/ I %J J plus MX

Gel a large hand lossed pizza
with one lopping of your
choice for $7.95 .

Expires 4-30-91

Expires 4 30-91

- -
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22 Terri Drive

433-3111

j T~ $2"00 Off"]
Good for $2.00 off your next hand
tossed medium, large or pan pizza wiih
one or more of your favorite loppings.

Expires: 4-30-91
M> (NN
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